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Overtone spectra of the C-H stretching vibrations were 

observed using laser photoacoustic spectroscopy in the visi-

ble and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in the near-

infrared. The microcomputer-controlled, laser photoacoustic 

spectrometer is described in detail. The fifth overtone 

spectra of gaseous alkanes and alkenes were analyzed using 

the local mode model, and resolvable peaks were seen for 

each inequivalent C-H bond. Correlations of overtone transi-

tion energies with C-H bond lengths and isolated fundamental 

frequencies were found. The integrated cross sections per 

C-H oscillator varied by a factor of two about the average 

value of (1.08±0.28) x 10-23  cm2  cm'. Local mode spec- 

tra of cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes were observed using 

both gas phase high overtone and isotopically isolated funda-

mental spectroscopy. The shapes of the bands reflect the 

changes in the C-H bonds during conformational motion. Ab-

sorptions by axial and equatorial type C-H bonds were re-

solved in cyclobutane, cyclopentane, cyclopentene and cyclo-

hexane and the isotopically isolated fundamentals were close 

to the frequencies extrapolated from the overtones except 

for liquid cyclohexane. The equatorial bands are consistent- 

ly more intense than the axial ones. Spectra of chloroform, 
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fluoroform, d ichiorofluoromethane and chiorod if luorome thane 

are obser' d from the fundamentals through the fifth overtone 

of the C-H stretching vibrations. Fermi resonant combination 

bands with one less C-H stretching quantum plus two quanta 

of the C-H bending vibrations, along with the C-H stretching 

overtones, dominate the spectra. The intensities of these 

combination bands increase with the level of vibrational 

excitation, indicating strong, intramolecular mode coupling. 

1 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

Highly vibrationally excited states of polyatornic mole- 

tI 
	 cules play a key role in many fields of chemistry, ranging 

from such fundamental processes as unimolecular reactions 1  

and electronic relaxation through internal conversion 2  to 

such applied processes as laser isotope separation by infra -

red multiphoton dissociation. 3  The possibility of mode 

selective photochemistry following mode selective vibrational 

excitation has also tantalized laser photochemists. 4  The 

goal of this research is to probe the nature of these ex-

cited states and the concomitant intramolecular energy trans-

fer and mode coupling. These topicshave fascinated theore-

ticians and a wealth of literature on the subjects using. a 

variety of approaches has been produced. 5  Experimentalists 

have been active in the field using such varied techniques 

as chemical activation, 68  nonradiative decay rates of elec-

tronically excited states, 9 ' 1 ° infrared multiphoton dissoci-

iation, 11  laser spectroscopy of ultracold molecules in mole-

cular bearns- 219  and single photon, high overtone spectro- 

scopy. 20  . This last technique is the. 'approach used in this 

thesis. 

Single photon overtone spectroscopy is well suited for 

these studies since it probes directly the highly vibration-

ally.excited final state. The vibrational spectra of organic 

molecules in the near infrared and visible regions of the 

spectrum are dominated by the overtones of the C-H stretch- 
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ing vibrations. This is because the C-H stretches have the 

highest vibrational frequency, hence the smallest quantum 

number change, and also because they are very anharmonic (the 

the transition energy of the sixth C-H stretching overtone is 

about one-half the C-H bond dissociation energy). Instead of 

the normal mode basis set used for studying fundamental vi-

brational transitions, the local mode (LM) basis set 21  for 

the C-H stretching vibrations is more appropriate for, study-

ing overtone transitions. The LM model treats the C-H 

stretches as loosely coupled, anharmonic bond oscillators, 

1and the photon excites overtone transitions in a single LM. 

A single C-H oscillator is excited in an overtone tran-

sition, so that the transition energy reflects the properties 

of that C-H bond. Absorptionby the different C-H bond 

types, e.g., primary vs secondary vs aryl 22  are resolved in 

the liquid phase overtone spedtra. However, intermolecular 

interactions in tht liquid broaden the absorptions, and much 

of the finer detail is lost. Gas phase spectra do not suffer 

this limitation, and smaller bond differences are observable. 

The lirieshape and linewidth of the overtone absorption 

give information on the dynamics of the excited final state. 

With 40 to 50 kcal m01 1  of vibrational energy, most organic 

molecules with two or more ca-rbon atoms will undergo colli-

sionless intramolecular vibrational energy transfer. This 

manifests itself in the overtone spectrum as line broadening. 

For example, the linewidths of the tVCH > 5 transitions of 

benzne 23  are on the order of 100 cm- FWHM, indicating a 

a 
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lifetime of 0.05 psec for the vibrationally excited, upper 

state. A detailed tnalysis of the overtone spectra may shed 

light on the energy relaxation pathway of these states. 

1 

	

	 The experimental difficulty with overtone spectroscopy 

is that the transitions are very weak. The oscillator 

strengths are typically six orders of magnitude smaller than 

those of infrared fundamentals. Using conventional spectro-

scopy, one needs either a high number density or a long path 

length, or both! Ellis 24  recorded up to the seventh overtone 

with a 6.5 m cell filled with liquid benzene. Overtone spec-

troscopy of gases is considerably more difficult, due to the 

much lower molecular number density. Using multiple pass 

cells with path lengths up to 1760 m, Bernstein and Herz-

berg 25  recorded up to the foutth overtone of fluoroform and 

Sinha26  observed up to the fifth overtone of cyclopropane. 

The use of much more sensitive techniques such as thermal 

lensing spectroscopy 27  for liqüids.and photoacoustic spectro-

scopy23  for gases opened up the field and many of the experi- 

ments testing the LM model and probing intramolecular dynamics 

have used the latter two techniques. 

The organization of the remainder of this thesis is as 

follows 	Chapter II describes the gas phase, laser photo- 

acoustic spectrometer used in these experiments. Chapter 

III discusses the overtone spectra of simple alkanes and al-

kenes, probing the inequivalent C-H bonds. From these spec 

tra,t methods are obtained for assigning the spectra of more 

complicated molecules of photochemical interest. Chapter IV 
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summarizes a joint experiment performed in conjunction with 

Dr. Richard MacPhail and Prof. Herbert Strauss on the local 

mode model applied to variouscyclic hydrocarbons. Absorp-

tions from axial and equatorial LM's are resolved in spite 

of the rapid interconversion of the two bonds by such pro-

cesses as pseudorotation. The final chapter (Chapter V) 

reports spectra taken in conjunction with Dr.Chi-Ke Cheng 

and Ms. Joan Frisoli. The spectra of fluoroform, chloroform, 

chlorodifluoromethane, and dichiorofluoromethane from the 

fundamentals through the fifth overtone were taken using a 

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer or the laser photo- 

acoustic spectrometer. Intramolecular mode coupling between 

the C-H stretching overtones and Fermi resonant combination 

states with one less stretching quantum plus C-H bending two 

quanta is seen to grow in importance with vibrational energy. 

1, 
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CHAPTER II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Introduction 

The problem of obtaining high resolution, overtone spec-

tra of gaseous molecules is, at first glance, a formidable 

one. With absorption cross sections for fifth overtone tran-

sitions on the order of 10-25  cm 2  molec-, the absorptivi-

ties 1  are typically 2 x 10-6  cm- at atmospheric pressure. 

Traditional absorption spectroscopy with a 20 m path length, 

multiple pass cell would have to detect an absorbance of 

0.004, which is beyond the capabilities of most commercial 

spectrometers in the visible region. Laser induced fluores-

cence, commonly used for sensitive detection of electronic 

absorptions, would fail due to the long radiative lifetimes of 

the vibratiorially excited states, the rapid V-V and V-T/R 

energy transfer of vibrationally highly excited states and 

the relatively low sensitivity of ir detectors. Photoacous-

tic spectroscopy (PAS), invented by A.G. Be11 2  in 1881 and 

discussed recently by Pa0 3  and Rosencwaig, 4  can conveniently 

be used since absorptions by gases with absorptivities as 

low as 10-10  cm' have been detected. 5  

The mechanism of laser PA detection is illustrated sche-

matically in Fig. 11-1. The laser light incident on the cell 

is chopped at acoustic frequencies (20 Hz to 20 kHz). When 

the radiation is tuned to a vibrational transition, some of 

the molecules are excited to the upper state while the laser 

is on. Collisions degrade this vibrational energy to trans- 
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Fig. 11-1. Schematic diagram for the production 

and detection of photoacoustic signal. 
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lational and.rotational energy, resulting in a net heating 

of the gas. Since the cell is closed, the pressure of the 

gas increases. When the laser is off, this thermal energy 

is dissipated to the walls and the pressure falls. Thus a 

synchronous, periodic pressure variation inside the cell is 

generated, which can easily be detected by a microphone 

placed inside the PA cell. The PA signal is then usually 

processed by a lock-in amplifier. 

For a nonresonant cell, the magnitude of this pressure 

change is given by the following expression 6  

(i- i) a(v) n 1 P 
Ip(w)I 
	

(1) 
w V 

where y is the heat capacity ratio of the gas in the cell, 

c(v) is its absorption cross section at frequency v and 

n is the molecular number density. The celllength 

and volume are land V, respectively. P is the laser power 

passing through the cell, and w is the modulation frequency. 

The PA signal is proportional to the laser power, thus the 

signal can be greatly increased by placing the cell inside 

the laser cavity to take advantage of the much higher intra-

cavity power. The PA signal also can be increased by minimi-

zing the cross sectional area, Ac = V/l, and by modulating 

at low frequencies. When using a nonresonant cell, one usu-

ally chops at frequencies in the "1/f" region ( 100 Hz) 

of the electronics where the dominant noisesource is flicker 

noise. in this region, the signal-to-noise ratio is indepen- 
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dent of the modulation frequency since both the signal and 

the flicker noise in the electronics vary as l/w. Thermal 

conduction to the walls places a lower limit on the modula-

tion frequency. The thermal damping time of the absorbed 

energy is given by 7  

TT=1OPCPr/2RTK 	 (2) 

where P is the pressure (in atm), C is the molar heat capa-

city, r is the cell radius, R is the universal gas constant, 

T is the temperature and K is the thermal conductivity. 

Given C = 8.4 cal/mol 0K and K =0.000072 cal/sec cm 0K for 

methane, T=0•06  sec for 200 torr methane at room tempera-

ture in a 6 mm i.d. cell. To avoid degrading the signal-to-

noise ratio, one must chop at frequencies w(rad sec) 

TT'. For the above example, the modulation frequency 

should be greater than 17.4 rad sec 1  or 2.8 Hz. In these 

experiments 100 Hz was used so that relatively short integra-

tion time constants (0.3 or 1 sec) could be used on the 

lock-in amplifiers. 

PAS is inherently more useful for weak transitions than 

conventional absorption spectroscopy. In the latter, one 

measures 1/10,  looking for small changes in the transmitted 

intensity of 0.4 % or less. PAS instead measures the amount 

of energy absorbed. In the absence of absorption there is no 

PA signal as seen in Eq. (1), simplifying the detection. 

The technique is not without its problems. First and foremost 

f or this experiment is the problem of window absorption. Any 

dirt or film on the windows will absorb radiation, producing 
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a coherent background signal. As a result, the windows 

should be as clean and the cell as long as possible. The 

latter is to dilute the window absorption over a larger 

volume. 

B. Photoacoustic Cell 

The nonresonant PA cell shown in Fig. 11-2 was used to 

take all the photoacoustic spectra in this work. A nonreso-

nant cell was used so that the same modulation frequency 

could be used for all samples, so that the sensitivity was 

higher at lower pressures and so that variations in photo-

acoustic signal with changes in beam location within the 

cell were minimized. The middle section of the cell is com-

posed of 6 mm i.d. pyrex tubing to which a greaseless, 4 mm 

stopcock was attached. A rectangular hole was cut in the 

glass tubing for the microphone. The Knowles BT-1759 submin-

iature microphone with.integral FET preamp (1 mV/pbar sensi-

tivity, 26dB SPL A-weighted noise at 1 kHz, 0.312" x 0.220" 

x 0.090 11 ) is mounted inside a stainless steel holder, con-

structed in the following manner. A rectangular groove 

3/8" wide and 7/32" deepwas milled into a stainless steel 

block with initial dimensions 1/4" x 10/32" x 15/32". 20 

gauge stainless steel plates were welded to the block to form 

a cup. Sernicircles 5/16" in diameter for attachment to the 

cell was milled into •these side plates. The semicircles 

were milled slighty off-center to allow room for the micro-

phone leads. The microphone is epoxied with Torr-Seal into 

the holder which is in turn epoxied to the cell. The two 
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Fig. 11-2. Illustration of nonresonant photo-

acoustic cell used in these studies. The side 

arm for connection to the vacuum system extends 

behind the plane of the paper. 
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ends of the cell are 6 mm i.d. quartz tubing to which quartz 

windows (Lambda/Airtron BW-lO) are 'unted at Brewster's 

angle withglass transfer tape (Vitca Corporation G1015). 

These sections are attached to the middlesection through 

graded quartz-to-pyrex seals. The total cell length is 5 

inches. The quartz windows can be flamed thoroughly in an 

oxygen-rich atmosphere to burn off any deposits or dust on 

the window which contribute to the background PA signal. 

Periodic flaming of the windows is important when working at 

the higher overtones, since •otherw ise the background signal 

may be even larger than the actual spectrum. 

C. Dye Lasers 

The PA cell is placed inside the cavity of a cw dye 

laser, either a Spectra-Physics model 375 or 380C. The 

spectra reported here were all taken with a three plate bire-

fringent filter (BF) as the sole tuning element. Spectra 

taken in the early stages of this project used a coated tun-

ing wedge as the tuning element. This method is unacceptable 

since tweaking the laser can easily change the wavelength by 

several tens of Angstroms. The three plate BF is far superior 

for spectroscopy since the laser wavelength is relatively in-

sensitive to cavity alignment. Tuning is performed by a 

micrometer drive system that rotates the BF inside the laser 

cavity. The laser wavelength is calibrated as a function of 

the micrometer drive setting by a monochomator. The frequen-

cies in vacuum wavenumbers are least squares fit to a third 

or fourth order polynomial in the BF setting. Slight changes 
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in the dye laser alignment from day to day limit the accuracy 

f the calibration to ± 5 cm-. The laser linewidth is 

nominally 1 cm-. 

The following dyes were used at the concentrations 

recommended by Spectra-Physics: Oxazine 1 for fourth overtone 

spectra (tv=5), Rhodamine B for fifth overtone and 

Rhodamjne 110 for sixth overtone. The red lines (4 W) from a 

krypton ion laser (Spectra-Physics 171-01) were used to pump 

Oxazine 1, while 4 - 8 W all lines from an argon ion laser 

(Spectra-Physics 171-17) were used to pump the Rhodamine 

dyes. With low transmittance (1%) output couplers, the 

intracavity power ranged from 20 to 100 W. 

D. PET vs Other Lab Computers 

The characteristics of t iree computers suitable for 

controlling a laser PA spectrometer are briefly summarized in 

Table 11-1. The PET system was chosen for a number of rea-

sons. The programming ease of BASIC and the PETts low cost 

were major factors. The slow execution time is not that 

much of a problem during data acquisition since the time 

constants of the lock-ins limit the rate of data collection 

to about one point per second. If faster execution is neces-

sary, one can always program in machine language. Since the 

- 	 programming is in BASIC, the software is easily written and 

updated and the data can be worked up on-line. The IEEE 

port allows easy communication with peripherals such as 

floppy disk drives, printers, digital plotters and digital 

multimeters. The DEC LSI-ll, designed as a general purpose 



Table 11-1. Comparison of features of computer systems for laser photo-
acoustic spectrometer 

Feature 	I PE'I' Custom Micro LSI-11 

Higher level I BASIC none I all major languages 
languages 	I 

I I I 
Execution I slow in BASIC 	I fast I 	fast 

speed 	I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Programming 	I excellent 	I poor excellent 
ease 	I I 

I 
I 
I I 

Storage 	I cassette, floppy I cassette, floppy & I 	cassette, floppy & 
disk 	I hard disk I 	hard disk 

I 
Cost 	I 

I 
$2600 	I <$2000 I 	-$10 1 000 

I 
Interfaces 	I 

I 
IEEE, parallel 	I parallel ports 

I 
I 	IEEE, RS232C, 

I I/O, meixory 	I I 	current loop, 
I expansion 	I I 	digital I/O 
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laboratory computer, is a far faster and more versatile 

machine. The nunier of higher level languages, extensive 

software and high computationspeed make it the unit of 

choice if funds permit. However the PET is a viable alterna-

tive if one is willing to be somewhat patient while compu-

ting. 

E. PET Interface 

The PET interface is a fairly standard device built by 

the Chemistry Department Electronics Shop. The unit is 

modular and built around the Z-80 bus system for interfacing 

to 8080 and Z-80 systems. Some additional electronics are 

necessary to allow interfacingto the PET'S 6502 micropro-

cessor through the memory expansion port. The input/output 

(I/O) through the interface is done through memory mapped 

I/O ports, and one communicates with the interface in BASIC 

through PEEK and POKE commands. 

The general interface schematic is shown in Fig. 11-3. 

Communication between the PET and the rest of the apparatus 

is through a pair of 8255 Peripheral Interface Adapters (PIA). 

Each PIA contains 2 eight bit ports and 2 fourbit ports. 

Each port can be programmed for either digital input or 

output. One 8255 is used for the digital to analog conver-

ter (DAC) and digital I/O. The other is dedicated to the 

analog to digital converter (ADC) with an eight channel multi-

plexer (MUX). Through software the MUX selects which analog 

input is fed to the ADC. 
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IC 

I 

Fig. 11-3. Block schematic of the PET interface and 

its connections to the rest of the apparatus. 
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F. Data Acquisition 

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in 

Fig. 11-4. The PA cell is placed inside the dye laser cavi-

ty. The relative intracavity power is monitored by a Si 

photodiode (Hewlett-Packard 4203) measuring the light reflec-

ted by a cell window. This signal is used to compensate for 

variations in the power as the laser is scanned. A polarizer 

(Melles Griot 03 FPG 007) is placed before the photodiode to 

filter out spurious fringes arising from the birefringent 

filter whose polarization is 90 with respect to that of the 

laser. Without the polarizer the normalized photoacoustic 

spectrum would have modulations on the order of 15 - 20 % of 

the signal. The polarizer must be carefully rotated to 

minimize these modulations. This normalization signal, 

R(v), and the photaacoustic signal, P(v), are phase sensi-

tively detected with PAR lockin amplifiers, models JB-5 and 

HR-8, respectively'. The lock-ins are triggered by another 

photodiode monitoring light scattered by the mechanical chop-

per. The lock-in outputs are sent to the interface for digi-

tization. The resultant normalized spectrum, N(v)P(v)/R(v), 

is stored on cassette tape or floppy disk for subsequent 

frequency and absorption cross section calibration. 

The JB-5 output is somewhat unusual since it was origin-

ally desi'gned to drive only strip chart recorders. The output 

signal ranging from +5 V to -5'V appears across two pins con- 

nected directly to the final stage DC push-pull amplifier. 

In 	absence of signal the pOtential between these two pins 
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I 

Fig. 11-4. Schematic diagram of the laser photo-

acoustic spectrometer. Not shown is the stepping 

motor that rotates the birefringent filter,  
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is 0 V, however these pins lie nominally at -6 V with respect 

to ground. As a result the JB-5 output cannot be plugged 

directly into a single-ended input. A differential amplifier 

was originally used to circumvent this problem, however with 

the PET it is easier to just digitize the two outputs and 

subtract them in software. Thus three analog signals must 

be digitized at each point of the spectrum, one is the sin-

gle-ended output of the HR-8, theother two are the JB-5 out-

puts. 

The laser is scanned by using the digital output from 

the interface to send TTL-like.pulses to the translator module 

(Superior Electric STM 101) of the stepping motor (Superior 

Electric M061-FC08), not shown in Fig. 11-4. The stepping 

motor (200 steps/revolution) drives the micrometer cf the 

birefringent filter through a. pair of gear pulleys plus drive 

belt (4:1 gear ratio). The resultant scan frequency step 

size is approximately 0.2 cnr 1/step for the 375 and 0.1 

cm'/step for the 380C. 

The DAC (16 bit resolution) is used to display the spec-

• trum as it is being accumulated. This way any problems with 

the laser or lock-ins will show up immediately for diagnosis. 

The data acquisition subroutine is listed in Fig. 11-5. 

Lines 20 to 160 define the codes for the MUX and program the 

I/O ports. Lines 510 to 550 digitize the three analog inputs. 

Line 560 converts, the digital reading to its voltage value 

read by the ADC and displays it on the screen. Lines 575 and 

580 produce the digi.ized, normalized photoacoustic spectrum 
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Fig. 11-5. Listing of BASIC subroutine that controls 

data acquisition from the PET interface. 



11. 

1 REM**DATA ACOUISITION** 
5 PRINT'DATA ACOUISITION2' 
6 F'RINTHR-8 OUTPUT TO INFLIT 0' 
7 PRINT"B-5 OUTPUT TO INPUTS 1 & 2 
10 DIMRDV.(2).CH(7),Q%(1600) 
15 REM**CH==0. 129.64. 192.32, 160.96.224 FOR CHANNELS 0 THRU 7, RESPECTIVELY** 
20 .DATAO,128,64,192,32,1á0,96,224:REM MUX CHANNEL 
25 FORIOTO7:READCH(I):NEXT 
100 REM**SET BASE PAGE** 
110 REM** FOR BK PET ?P=28672;FOR 32KPET BP35B40 
120 BP=35840 
130 P1BF+224:F2=BF'+225:F3BP+226:P4BP+227REM 8255 *1 
140 P53P+228:P69P+229:P7BP+23C):PBBP*231:REM 8255 *2 
150 POKEF'8,147:POKEP4,136:REM PROGRAM PORTS 
160 PDKEP1,255:POKEF2,191:REM SET DAC TO 2.5 V 
200 INPUT"TIME BETWEEN SEADINGS;DT:DTDT*60 
210 I FDT< 3OTHENPR I NT "TOO FAST": 80T0200 

- 	 220 INPtJT"NO. OF STEPS / READING';NP 
250 INPUT"NUMBER OF READINGS; NIJ 
255 IFNU(=I600THEN27C' 
257 PRINT'TOO MANY. • 
258 GOT0250 
270 PRINT"TURN ON STRIP CHART 
501 NMNU-1 
502 TI$="000000" : TR=0: FORJ=1TONU 
510 FORI=0TO2 
517 REM**SELECT CHANNEL** 

• 	 519 POKEP7,CH(I) 
520 REM**OUTPUT PULSE TO START A/D CONVERSION** 
525 POKEP7 (CH.(I)OR16) :POKEF7., CH( I) 
529 REM**READ A/D;12 BITS** 
530 AD%=(PEEK(P7)ANDI5)*256+PEEK(P5) 
532 RDY.(I)=AD7.-CT 

• 	 .539 REM** PRINT VOLTAGE,TRUNCATE TO 3 PLACES AFTER DECIMAL** 
549 REM** LOOP BACK TO LINE 517** 
550 NEXT! 
560 FORI=OT02:PRINTJ.I,INT(RD?.(I)/CT*1000*10)/100C):NEXT 

• 	575 DRD% (1) -ROX (2) : IFD<=OThENPRINT"DENOM<O" : GOTO59O 
580 07.(J)RD%(0)/D*C 
581 OQ%(3):PRINTQ7.(),"" 

• 	 582 IFQ>65536ORQ<0THEN590 
585 M0=INT(Q/256):L0-MO*256 
536 M0255-MO:L0255-LQ 
587 POKEP1,L:POKEP2MQ:REM**D/A** 
590 1F3=NMTHEN6OO 
591 FORI"1TONP;REM STEP NP TIMES 
592 FOKEF'3, 2: POKEP3, 0 • 
593 FORM1T03:REM KILL TIME BETEN PULSES 
594 TT.1:NEXTM:NEXTI 
595 IFTI<TRTHEN595. 

• • 596 TRTR+DT 
598 GETAZ:IFA$"O"THENNUJ:3O10610 
.599 IFA$='F"THENGDSUB2000 
600 NEXTJ 
605 POKEF1,255:POKEF'2, 191 • 
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which is output to the strip chart recorder in lines 585 to 

587. Lines 591 to 94 step the stepping motor NP times. 

G. Calibration of Absorption Cross Sections 

The absorption cross sections of many spectra are 

calibrated relative to the absorbance of the overtone spectra 

of methane 7 ' 8 . It is easily shown 7 ' 9  that the photo-

acoustic signal, 1(w), as a function of chopping frequency, 

w, in a cylindrical nonresona'nt spectrophone is given by 

W0  a(v) n 1 
1(w) 	 .. 	S(P,i,T). 	 (3) 

T0  Cv  wV 

Here W0  is the extracavity power of the laser and T0  is the 

transmittance of the output coupler so that W0/T0  is propor-

tional to about 1/2 the intracavity power. The absorption 

cross section at frequency v is a(v), n is the number 

density of absorbing molecu1e, Cv is the heat capacity at 

constant volume ana 1 and V are the cell length and volume, 

respectively. S(P,y, T), the microphone sensitivity, is 

a function of pressure, heat capacity ratio, yp and temper-

ature,as shown by the following equation-° 

P 	y 	TSTP 
S(P,y,T) = S ra ted (l+B) 11 + B 	 }_l (4) 

atm lair T 

where B 	1. To minimize theensitivity variations, the 

methane reference spectrum ws taken at the same pressure as 

the sample spectrum. These spectra were not corrected for 

variations in y. This causes an underestimation of the 

cross section.s by less than 3%. 
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Absolute absorption cross sections as a function of 

frequency, a 5 (v), are obtained from the normalized photo-

acoustic spectrum, N 5 (v), using the equation 

Wo(vo) R 5 (v0 ) C 5  N 5 (v) 
a(v) = °m,peak 	 (5) 

Wo5 (V0 ) Rin(vo) Cvm Nm (vpeajç ) 

The subscripts "s" 4nd "in" refer to the sample and to methane, 

respectively. a peak is the maximum value (2.23 x 10 -25  

cm2  molec') of the methane absorption  cross section at fre-

quency 'peak  Lm 16150 cm - . The term containing W0 (v0 ) and 

R(v0 ) in Eq. (4) compensates for changes 'in the intra- 

cavity power and in the alignment of the reference photodiode 

between the sample and methane spectra. The compensation is 

usually about 10% and always less than 40%. 

Methane was chosen  as reference molecule because of its 

large absorption cross section and small heat capacity, 

leading to a large photoacoustic signal, and because it is 

easily pumped out of the spectrophone cell and vacuum line. 

The methane absorption bands show sharp structure and under 

high resolution show individual vibration-rotation lines 11  

whose widths are determined by Doppler and pressure broaden-

ing. Thus the use of methane as a calibration standard must 

be caréfülly considered since thelaser  linewidth is larger 

than the width of these indivi,ual lines. However, the 

density of vibratiqn-rotation lines within the bands has been 

estimated 12  to be greater than 100 .per. cnr 1 . Since the 

11 Doppler width for the 6190 A band is 0.05 cm_i and the self-

broadened width 12  at 200 torr.is  0.02 cm, the lines are 
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severely overlapped, and the structure observed is due to 

absorption of the stronger lines on top of a "continuum" 

absorption. The laser mode spacing is 0.016 cm 1  and 0,007 

cm 1  for the linear and ring cavity dye lasers, respectively. 	
46 

There should be no deviation from Beer's law with the laser 

running at 1 cm 	linewidth since the absorption cross sections 

of theindividual lines are small ( < 1.5 x 10-25  cm 2 ), since 

the laser is run well above threshold, and since the photo-

acoustic signalderives from the actual power absorbed. The 

laser PA spectrum will accurately follow the absorption spec-

trum as long as the laser tunes smoothly. Unfortunately, 

the output frequency spectrum sometimes consists of two or 

more peaks separated by about 0.5 A and the tuning is not 

perfectly continuous. As a result, the observed peak absorp-

tion of the fifth overtone of methane varies between the 

three strongest lines. These problems arise from imperfect 

design of the commercial, three-plate birefringent tuning 

element. 13  Because of these limitations and difficulties 

in keeping the laser beam passing through the same region 14  

of the PA cell during the sample and methane spectra, the 

observed cross sections of the same molecule can vary by 10% 

from day to day. The peak absorption of the methane spectrum 

of Giver8  has uncertainties of ± 3% 0  and is an average of 

• five spectra every several A, smoothing out the fine struc-

ture that would be measured at higher resolution. Thus the 

overall uncertainty of the cross sections reported in this 

work is less than ± 15%.. 



H. Performance 

The ubiquitous PA background is both a blessing and a 

curse, as far as spectroscopy is concerned. The baseline 

serves as a sort of diagnostic; wildly sloping baselines 

c 	point out problems with the system that would distort the 

spectral lineshapes. For maximum baseline linearity, both 

lock-in amplifiers must be well aligned and linear over the 

entire output range. In addition, the zeros on the lock-ins 

and the PET interface (software controlled in line 532) need 

to be carefully set. After these procedures are finished, 

thebaseline should be flat, but slightly tilted. The slop-

ing baseline results from the wavelength dependences of the 

Si photodiode sensitivity used in the normalization and of 

the transmission of the polarizer. Over the tuning range of 

of a single dye, both of these are effectively linear. To 

correct for these effects, their contribution is determined 

from a carefully taken spectrum with a well defined, linear 

baseline. The other spectra, including the methane calibra-

tion spectra, are divided through by this straight-line back-

ground before calibration of the absorption cross sections. 

After these corrections, distortion of the lineshapes is 

minimized. 

The curse of the PA background is that it limits the ul-

timate sensitivity of the system. The weak combination band 

of methane at 16470 cm 1  has a peak cross section8  of 

7.4 x iO 	cm 2  molec 1  and has been observedwith 110 torr 

pressure and 1 sec time constants with a signal-to-noise 

31 
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ratio of about 8. However the signal-to-background ratio is 

only about 0.6. If the background were sufficiently f1t, 

weak bands would be visible until the signal-to-noise ratio 

obscured them. To estimate the sensitivity of the system, 

one must recall that the PA signal is proportional to P/Cv. 

Assuming a flat background and a signal-to-noise ratio of 

unity, and one can observe an absorption with a cross section 

(cm2  molec) of 5.4 x 10 29  c,/p where Cv  is in units of 

cal/mol 0K and P is in units oftorr. Unfortunately, the 

baselines are not always flat; at the edges of the dye gain 

curve the laser power is down considerably and voltage offsets 

in the zeros of the lock-ins and of the PET interface can 

cause spur.ious peaks. Thus the actual sensitivity is some-

what less than that quoted above. 

There are several techniques that may be used in at-

tempts to reduce the PA background. Increasing the cell 

length will dilute the constant window absorption over a 

larger volume. Several acoustic baffles could be placed at 

the ends of the cell near the windows. However at the low 

modulation frequencies used with nonresonant cells, the 

baffles would not be efficient. The tilted, resonant cell 

design by Gerlach and Amer 14  may be useful in reducing the 

background since the Brewster's angle windows lie at the 

nodes of the acoustic mode of the PA cell, minimizing the 

window absorption contribution. Implementation of these 

techniques should allow observation of higher overtones. 

4 
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CHAPTER III. INEQUIVALENT C-H OSCILLATORS IN GASEOUS ALKANES 

AND ALKENES 

A. Introduction 

In the last few years high overtone spectra have been 

recorded for a considerable number of organic molecules. 15  

Local modes (LM) ar used to interpret these spectra 1- 523  in 

much the way that normal modes have been used to systematize 

fundamental vibrational spectra. A local mode, the stretching 

of a single chemical bond, is the most anharmonic vibration 

of a molecule and therefore the one with the largest oscillator 

strength in high overtone transitions. It was recognized 

early that each bond type had different spectroscopic para-

meters when the peak energies are fit to the two parameter 

transition energy equation of the one dimensional anharmonic 

oscillator 6  

AE = ( 	- 	x )v - 	x v2 	 l) 
V 	

W 	wee 	'ee 

where we  and  exe  are the mechanical frequency and anharmon-

icity, respectively. The order of the transition energies, 

was generally found 2 ' 4 ' 6 ,from liquid phase spectra 

to be methylene < methyl < aryl S olefin < acetylenic, which 

is the same order as the bond dissociation energies 24and We'S 

of singleC-H fundamentals. Uhfortunately, intermolecular 

interactions in the liquid pháe broaden the individual 

peaks and obscure small spectral shiftsor splittings due to 

slight differences in the cheicai environmentof the C-H 

oscillator. However, Henry et a1 4  have observed multiple 

peaked, liquid phase spectra of various cycloalkanes and 

LI 
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cycloalkenes assignable to axial and equatorial C-H bonds. 

Henry and Greenlay3  observed two peaks in the third overtone 

spectrum of hexamethylbenzene, split by 350 cm 1 , with an 

area ratio of 1:2. These two peaks were assigned to absorp-

tions by the inequivalent C-H bonds of the methyl groups, 

since the methyl groups are arranged in a geared manner. 3  

Gas phase spectra exhibit much narrower lines, allowing 

smaller shifts to be observed, and in this •chapter, it is 

shown that the C-H bond lengths from infrared and microwave 

spectra or ab initio calculations can be used to interpret 

the spectra of several alkanes and alkenes. The information 

obtained from the assignment of the different peaks observed 

in the fifth overtone spectra of model alkanes and alkenes 

reported in this work will aid in assigning the spec•tra of 

more complicated molecules of photochemical interest. 

Absolute absorption cross sections are measured. The 

integrated absorptions are given for resolvable hydrogens and 

are found to vary over a two-fold range. •The lack of corre-

lation between mechanical anharmonicity, weXe, and intensity 

indiôates that electrical anharrnonicity is responsible for 

the transitions. 

B. Experimental 

The high overtone spectra of these very weak transi-

tions were obtained using the, intracavity dye laser photo-

acoustic apparatus described in the previous chapter. To 

test the contribution of torsional vibrations to the overtone 

spectrum, a simple, heatable PA cell was constructed out of 
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1/4" copper tubing soft soldered to a copper "tee". The 

cell was heated w:zh nichrome wire and the temperature moni-

tored with a copper-constantan thermocouple. The cell was 

not heated above 100 0C to avoid damaging the Torr-Seal 

that secured the Brewster's angle windows to the cell. 

The performance of this -crude cell was relatively poor 

with respect to PA signal, optical insertion loss in the 

laser cavity, and PA background. Overall performance was 

generally a factor of 2 to 3 poorer than the room temperature 

cell. 

All gas handling was done in a greaseless vacuum line. 

Spectral quality liquid samples from Matheson, Coleman and 

Bell were thoroughly degassed by several freeze-pump-thaw 

cycles. Gaseous samples of commercial purity were used with-

out further purification. Spectra were obtained at the fol-

lowing pressures: ethane, 104torr; propane, research purity, 

117 torr; n-butane, instument grade, 110 torr; n-pentane, 

113 torr; n-hexane, 90 torr; methylpropane, 151 torr; ethene, 

153 torr; propene, 151 torr; methyipropene, 127 torr; cis-2-

butene, research purity, 147 torr. 

C. Results 

Figure 111-1 shows the fifth overtone speactra of the n-

alkanes from methane to n-hexane. Figures 111-2 through 

111-6 show the fifth overtone spectra of methyipropane, 

ethene, propene, methyipropene and cis-2-butene, respectively. 

Peak positions and assignments, along with other parameters, 
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-J 

Figure 111-1. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

the gaseous n-alkanes (Absorbance is in arbitrary units). 
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Figure 111-2. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

gaseous methyipropane. The dots are the experimental data 

and the solid line is the computer deconvolution. The letters 

t, s, and a represent the spectral assignment. 
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Figure 111-3. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

ethene. 
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4 

Figure 111-4. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

gaseous propene. The dots are the experimental data and the 

solid line is the computer deconvolution. The letters a and 

s and the numbers 1, 2, and 3 represent the spectral assign-

ment. 
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Figure 111-5. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

gaseous methyiproperie. The dots are the experimental data 

and the solid line is the computer deconvolution. The a, s 

and 1 represent the spectral assignment. 
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Figure 111-6. Fifth overtone photoacoustic spectrum of 

gaseous cis-2-butene. The dots are the experimental data and 

the solid line is the computer deconvolution. The a, s and 1 

represent the tentative spectral assignment. 
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are given in Table Ill-i. Results for other molecules are 

also summarized. 8 ' 2627  

The spectra of propane, propene, methyipropane, methyl-

propene and cis-2-butene were fit by a nonlinear least squares 

computer program to a sum of Lorentzians plus a constant back-

ground. For each spectral peak, a peak position, linewidth 

and integrated cross section, as well as the uncertainties 

for each parameter, were determined. For the spectra of the 

other molecules, the peak areas were integrated using a 

planimeter to obtain integrated cross.sections. 

D. Discussion 

1. "Isolated 8  C-H stretches 

As mentioned previously, other workers 2 ' 4 ' 6  have found 

in liquid phase spectra the general trend that the number of 

peaks equalled the number of different C-H bond groups. Yet 

the gas phase spectra shown in Figs. 111-1 through 111-6 

often show more peaks than liquid spectra. For example, the 

methyl peaks around 15800 cm are split in the spectra of 

propane through n-hexane (Fig. 111-1) and the spectum of pro-

pene in Fig. 111-4 shows five distinct peaks. In the gas 

phase, high overtone spectra, subtle differences between the 

inequivalent C-H bonds are resolved. 

By selectively deuterating all C-H bonds except one on 

various organic molecules, McKean and coworkers 24 ' 4547  were 

able to resolve these same splittings in the infrared funda-

mental spectra. The remaining C-H stretch is "decoupled" 

from the C-D vibrations at much lower frequency. Fermi 



Table 111-1. Peak assignments, transition energies 8  of fifth overtone spectra, 
C-H bond lengthsb  and isolated C-H stretching frequencies 8  

Molecule Assignment v r ( spec )C r ( cal c )d V
iso 

Methane 2992[45] 16150 1.094 (281 1.093[43] 

Ethane 15824 1.095 ±0.002(291 1.094(43] 2950(45] 

Propane Hm 15562 1.099 ± 0.002(301 1.096[43] 2920(461 

Ha 15746 1.097 1.095 2936 

H8  15845 1.092 ± 0.009 1.094 2950 

Butane -CH- 15473 

15751 
-CH3 

15829 

Pentafle 2 15472 

1579 3e 

Hexane -CH2- 15478 

15795e 

Methylpropane Mt 15305 1.111 ± 0.001(311 2894(46] 

H8  15683 1.103 ± 0.003 2924 

Ha  15804 1.095 2943 

Ethene 16550 1.088 ± 0.002(321 1.084[43) 3060(45] 

Propene H5  15681 1.101 ± 0.014(33) 1.0961441 2931(47] 

H8  15895 1.088 ± 0.004 1.093 2959 

H1 16236 1.093 ± 0.003 1.087 3013 

B2 16395 1.094 ± 0.003 1.085 3039 

H3 16569 1.084 ± 0.003 1.083 3064 

Methylpropene H5  15628 1.098 ±0.003(34] 2924[471 

a5  15978 1.075 ± 0.010 2965 

B1 16474 1.091 ± 0.002 3050 

51 



Table 111-1. Peak assignments, transition energiesa of fifth overtone spectra, 
C-H bond lengthsb and isolated C-H stretching frequenciesa (continued). 

Molecule Assignment v r(spec) r(calc) Viso 

Cyclopropaae 16504. 1.082 ± 0.003(35] 1.083[441 3056(45] 

Benzene 16550(8] 1.084 ± 0.005(36] 3065[45] 

Furan H2 17121 1.080 ± 0.002(37] 

H1 17223 1.078 ± 0.002 

Chloromethane 16216 1.090 ± 0.002(38] 3012(45] 

Dichioromethane 16265 1.088 ± 0.005(39] 3025(45] 

Fluoroethane 15972 1.098 [401 2976(45] 

lodomethane 16325 1.088 ± 0.002(41] 3029(45] 

Dibromomethane 16387 1.082 ± 0.010(39] 3040(45] 

Ethyne 18430(26] 1.061 (42] 3336(45] 

C-H 

nn-- 

14469(27] 1.122 [27] 2733(38] 

5Units• 	cm'. 

-------flflflflflsfltflflflflaflflflafleflflanflnsnsnnaan*snn 

bunits. 	A. 

Ct5  + 0.003 A. 

+ 0.011 A. 

espjjt band. 
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resonance shifts are minimized since the bending frequencies 

are also decreased. 24  The infrared spectrum obtained is 

essentially a C-H stretch "local mode" spectrum in the funda-

mental region. By varying the position of the remaining 

hydrogen around the molecule and analyzing the rotational 

band contours, they obtained isolated C-H stretching frequen-

cies, v ° , for each C-H bond in the molecule. They 

found that the microwave and ab initio C-H bond lengths 

decreased linearly as v °  increased, and could be well 

fit by the equation 45  

rCH(A) = 1.402 - (1.035 x lO g )v iso (cm). 	 (5) 

Thus armed with v3° when available or accurate C-H CH 

bond lengths, it should be possible to assign the high over-

tone spectra. 

The question remains whether variations in the spectral 

parameters for the C-H LM's in Eq. (1) can alter the order of 

the peaks in the high overtone spectrum from that of the 

"isolated" fundamentals. It was found in the liquid phase 

spectra 6 ' 14  that the anharmonicity, wexe,  increased as the 

mechanical frequency, we,  decreased. Thus the spectral sep-

aration between peaks actually increases with vibrational 

quantum number. 

2. Peak Assignments 

In comparing the n-alkane spectra in Fig. III-1,three 

features are evident. For methane and ethane in which all 

the C-H bonds are equivalent by symmetry, a single peak is 
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observed. For n-alkanes with three of more carbon atoms, a 

methylenic peak appears at lower energy and gains in inten-

sity as the length of the carbon skeleton increases. Note 

the shift in the methylene absorption maximum from propane 

to butane. Of more interest is the splitting of the methyl 

group bands, corresponding to absorptions by the inequiva-

lent C-H local modes. In the equilibrium geometry of pro-

pane the carbon atoms lie on a aplane of the molecule. 

The inequivalent in-plane (C-Hs)  and out-of-plane (CHa) 

bonds have slightly different potential functions as seen by 

comparing the spectroscopic and ab initio C-H bond lengths 

and-isolated C-H stretching frequencies summarized in Table 

111-1. McKean and coworkers 24 ' 46  have noted for saturated hydra-

carbons that the methyl C-H bonds trans to a C-C bond are 

consistently stronger than those trans to a C-H bond. The 

quantum mechanical basis for this effect is not well under-

stood. 24 

For n-alkanes longer than propane, the molecules exist 

in several rotational isomers at room temperature, corres-

ponding to trans and gauche type configurations for the C-C 

bonds. 48  Although the all-trans configurations are energe-

tically more stable, there is considerablepopulation of one 

or two trans-gauche isomeric states. The C-H bonds may have 

slightly different stretching potentials in each configura-

tion, thus broadening the methylene band and smearing the 

separation of the methyl peaks. 

In the spectrum of methyipropane, Fig. 111-2, three dis- 
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tinct peaks are evident. The smallest peak at 15300 cm -1  

is assigned to the single tertiary bond, C-Ht,  while the 

two higher energy peaks arise from the primary C-H bonds of 

the three methyl groups. The relative area ratio of 1:2 

suggests that the smallerpeak corresponds to absorptions by 

the C-Hs  oscillators lying in the a v  planes, and that the 

larger peak corresponds to absorptions by the CHa  oscilla-

tors on either side of the av  planes. This assignment is 

consistent with that from the trends in both bond lengths 

and the isolated C-H stretching frequencies, v 0 , 

in Table 111-1. In contrast to propane, the two stronger 

CHa bonds of each methyl group of methylpropene lie trans 

to a methyl group while the single, weaker CHs  bond lies 

trans to a hydrogen, thus accounting for the apparent rever-

sal in relative intensities. 

The spectrum of ethene in Fig. 111-3 shows a single 

peak. Since all the C-H bonds are equivalent, only one peak 

is expected within the LM framework. Note, however the fine 

structure at the topof the band and the distinct asymmetry 

of the lineshape. 

The propene spectrum in Fig. 111-4 shows five distinct 

bands, which may be assigned using the ab initio bond lengths 

and isolated C-H stretching frequencies. The microwave bond 

lengths, Table 111-1, are too uncertain to be useful. The two 

peaks at 15690 and 15910 cnr 1  with a relative area ratio of 

2:1 are assigned to the out-of-plane, CHa, and in-plane, 

C-He, methyl group local modes, respectively. Note that 
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their ab initio bond lengths are the longest and v °  the 

smallest. McKean 24  ascribes this weakening of the CHa  bonds 

to electron pair repulsion between the it electrons and the 

CHa a bonding electrons. More correctly the it electrons 

donate electron density to the a*  anti-bonding orbitals, 

weakening the CHa  bonds. The three higher energy peaks 

arise from the absorptions by the three olefinic C-H bonds. 

Again the assignment based upon rCH(calc)  and 	agree, 

namely 

E(CHl) < Ev(C -H2) < Ev(CH3) ,  

As discussed by McKean, 24  one sees that 	substitution of a 

group strengthens the trans olefinic bond (C-H3) while it 

weakens the cis C-H bond (C-H2). The C-H1 bond a to the 

methyigroup is seen to be wekened even further. 

The assignment of the spectrum of methyipropene in Fig. 

111-5 is based on the v °  values. 46  The microwave bond 

lengths are questibnable. The observed C-H 5  bond length 45  

of 1.072± 0.010 A is anomalously short, 0.013 A shorter 

than the C-H bond of ethene. Ab initio bond lengths are not 

available for this molecule. The two lower energy peaks at 

15630 and 15980 cm' are assigned to the CHa  and  C-He  

absorptions, respectively, as in the case of propene. The 

high energy peak at 16475 cm' is assigned to the C-H 1  

olefinic bonds. Note the similarity of the methyl bands of 

propene and methyipropene. 

In the case of cis-2-butene, there has been neither an 

experimental nor a theoreticaldetermination of the C-H bond 

A 
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lengths to aid in the spectral assignments. Kondo et a1 49  

using microwave spctroscopy were able to determine the geo-

metryof cis-2-butene shown in Fig. 111-6, but insufficient 

lines were observed to determine the bond lengths. Using 

the results determined above, it should be possible to 

assign the overtone spectruin. There should be a single 

olefinic peak at higher energy corresponding to absorptions 

by the equivalent C-H1 bonds. Two methyl peaks at lower 

energy would arise from the CHa  and  CHs  oscillators with 

relative areas of 2:1. The spectrum of cis-2-butene shows 

an intense peak at 16256 cin 1 , and three other.peaks at 

lower energy. Figure 111-6 shows a computer deconvolution 

with four Lorentzians. The two bands at 15595 and 15725 

cm -. are tentatively assigned to absorptions by the CH a  

and C-H 5  oscillators. The origin of the broad peak labelled 

at 15952 cm- cannot be assigned within this simple 

framework. The st'ated purity of the sample studied is 99.9 % 

pure, and has been confirmed by gas chromatography. Thus 

absorption by an impurity is unlikely. Integrated cross 

section measurements (Sec. D.5.) indicate that this peak 

arises from methyl absorptions. Ab initio MO calculations 

with both STO-4G and 4-31G bas.s sets 50  have confirmed the 

equilibrium geometry shown in Fig. 111-6. However the 

barrier to rotation of a sing1e methyl group was calculated 

to be 0.319 and 0.450  kcal mol' using the above basis 

sets. Several experimental determinations of the gas phase 

barrier have been made. The results are 0.486 kcal mol 



from far infrared spectra of the B 2  torsion, 51  0.450 kcal 

mol' from a heat capacity study, 52  and 0.748 and 0.731 

kcal mol 1  from torsional splittings of the microwave 

spectrum. 49 1 53  Since kT = 0.6 kcal rnol' at room tempera-

ture, a significant fraction of the molecules have methyl 

groups thermally excited above the torsional barrier. Cal-

culations of ethane 54 ' 55  indicate that the C-H bonds are 

about 0.002 A shorter at the top of the torsional barrier 

than at the equilibrium position. This may provide a ration-

ale for the blue shift of the "?" absorption relative to 

the Ha  and  Hs  bands. In an attempt to test this explanation, 

spectra were taken at temperatures ranging from 23 0C to 90 

0C and normalized to the peak absorbance of the olefinic 

band. The background absorptions increase about 20 '% over 

this range and the signal-to-noise ratio of these spectra 

are poor, so computer deconvolutions were not attempted. 

The absorption maxima in the region of the CHa,  CH 5  and 

all decreased by about 5 % relative to the olefini.c peak 

absorption, so the hot cell experiments were inconclusive. 

Another explanation could be a near-degenerate Fermi 

resonance56  with a combination band of one less stretching 

quantum plus two quanta of a -CH 3  bending normal mode. 13 ' 15  

However the -CH3 normal mode frequencies are similar for 

propene, methylpropene and cis-2-butene, 57  yet the only mole-

cule with such an anomalous absorption is cis-2-butene. The 

origin of this peak cannot yet be clearly established. 
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3. C-H Bond Lengths, Isolated Fundamentals and Overtone 

Transition Energies 

The strong correlation between C-H bond lengths and iso- 

S 
	 lated C-H stretching frequency was demonstrated by McKean and 

coworkers. 24 1 45  Since these isolated C-H stretching frequen-

cies are really local mode fundamentals, one would also ex-

pect a strong correlation between the C-H bond lengths and 

the overtone transition energies. 

In Fig. 111-7 the rH  bond lengths determined by 

microwave and infrared spectroscopy are plotted against the 

fifth overtone transition energy for the molecules studied 

in this work, as well as the results for other molecules. 8 1 26  

Diatomic CH 27  is included for completeness. The data can be 

fit by the linear equation 

rCH(spec) = (1.328±0.024) - (1.466±0.144) x 10 	Vv=6 (6) 

with a correlation coefficient of, -0.846. There is consider-

able scatter in the data, mainly because of difficulties in 

precisely locating the hydrogen atoms using microwave spec-

troscopy. 

The ab initio rcH  bond lengths calcualted using a 4-31G 

basis set43 ' 44  are plotted vs its fifth overtone transition 

frequency in Fig. III-8. In this case the scatter is much 

smaller, though partly because there are fewer data points. 

These data can be fit by the linear equation 

rCH(calc) = (1.319±0.022) 	(1.426±0.134) x lO 	(7) 

with a correlation coefficient of -0.966. For the relative-

ly complex molecules summarized here, the ab initio changes 
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Figure 111-7. Carbon-hydrogen bond lengths from infra-

red or microwave spectroscopy vs fifth overtone transition 

energy of the local mode oscillator. 
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Figure 111-8. Ab initio carbon-hydrogen bond 

lengths4344  using a 4-31G bais set vs fifth overtone 

transition energy of the local mode oscillator. 
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of bond length are more reliable than the microwave results 

for predicting transition energies in the high overtone spec-

tra. 

Mizugai and Katayama 58  have studied the overtone spec-

tra of various liquid phase heterocyclic compounds and found 

that the rH  bond lengths of the local mode oscillator de-

creased linearly with its local mode frequency shift from the 

benzene absorption maximum and is approximately given by 

rCH = 1.084 A - 8 x 10 	iv(cm) / v 	 (8) 

where v is the upper state vibrational quantum number. Using 

16467 cm 1  as the peak frequency of the liquid phase, fifth 	 - 

overtone, benzene absorption, 59  one obtains 

ro = 1.304 - 1.333 x 10 	Vv_60 	 (9) 

The fifth overtone transition energy is plotted. vs the 

"isolated" C-H stretching fundamental frequency in Fig. 111-9. 

The line illustrates the linear fit 

=(-3716±45) + (6.62±0.09) v 0 . 	 ( 10)CH  

The degree of correlation is remarkable considering the large 

differences in the anharmonicities. The linear relationship 

implied between v isoand eXe  of Eq. (1) is 

weXe = 123.9±1.5 - (2.07±0.03) x 10 -2 	 (11) 

This same correlation was found by Hayward and Henry 60  in 

the case of the fourth overtone spectral frequencies albeit 

with a smaller number of molecules and a smaller range of 

frequencies. Thus the isolated C-H frequencies, when avail-

able, will provide an assignment more accurately than is 

possible using bond lengths determined by microwave spectro- 
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Figure 111-9. Overtone LM transition energy vs isolated 

C-H stretching energy.4446 
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scopy. 

4. Spectral Linewidths and Lineshapes 

The spectra of methyipropane, propene, methyipropene and 

cis-2-butene in Figs. 111-2, 111-4, 111-5 and 111-6 1  respec-

tively, are shown with least squares computer fits of the 

data to a sum of Lorentzians. No attempt was made to remove 

the rotational contribution to the liriewidth, typically 30 

to 50 cm'. The spectral fits are seen to be reasonably 

accurate, at least as far as determining the peak positions 

- 	is concerned. However they are not perfect, especially in 

the wings. See, for example, in the spectrum of methyipro-

pane the asymmetric lineshape of the C-Ht  absorption peak 

and the high energy wing of the CHa  peak. The methylpropene 

spectrum again shows distinctly non-Lorentzian lineshapes 

for all three spectral peaks. 

The linewidths of resolvable peaks are summarized in 

Table 111-2. For propene and methyipropene the methyl 

absorption peaks are seen to be significantly broader than 

the olefinic peaks. It is tempting to argue that the in- 

creased methyl width is due to effective coupling of the 

excited LM to the other two LM's sharing a 
I common carbon 

atom, while the excited olefinic LM interacts strongly with 

at most one other directly coupled LM. However the methyl 

group widths of propane, methyipropane and especially di-

methylpropane 59  are quite narrow, arguing against the above 

simplistic explanation. A systematic decreasein widths 

with increasing barrier height for methyl group internal 

1 



Table 111-2. Linewidths (cm') of fifth overtone spectra and 
barrier height (keal/inole) for methyl group rotation. 

Molecule FWHI1 Barrier Height 

Ethane 139 ± 3 2.74 	[62] 

Propane Hm  147 ± 15 2.95 	[63] 
Ha 101± 7 
H5  123±11 

Methyipropane Ht 46 ± 17 3.90 	[62,64] 
HS  102± 5 
Ha  75± 2 

Dimethylpropane 64a 4.29 	[63] 

- 	 Ethene 145 ± 5 

Propene Ha  186 ± 8 1.994[51] 
H5  197±16 
H1 113± 7 
H2 91±7 
H3 95± 4 

Methyipropene Ha  198 ± 5 2.30 	[51] 
H5  179± 9 
H1 61±2 

Cis-2-butene Ha 172 ± 6 0.486[511 
Hs 175 ± 22 0.4501521 
H? 343 ± 18 0.748[49] 
H1 121 ± 2 0.731(531 

0.319,0.450[50] 

aFourth overtone data from Ref. 61. 
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rotation (and, hence, torsional frquency) is observed 65  

and is illustrated in Fig. 111-10. This trend suggests that 

the rather large widths arise from thermal population of 

methyl torsion vibrations, or from an increase in coupling 

of the C-H stretch to torsion with decreasing barrier height. 

The latter seems unike1y due to the dissimilarities in 

frequency and molecular motion. 

If the broadening were de to torsional hot bands, a 

vibrational progression or skewing to the low energy side is 

expected. Fourth overtone spectra of propene and methyipro-

pene in Figs. 111-11 and 111-12 do show shoulderson the 

methyl absorptions to lower energy. However the methyl 

absorptions for the fifth overtone spectra of these molecules 

in Fig. 111-4 and I,I-5 show much broader lineshapeswith 

less distinct shoul :ders. Thus torsional hot bands are 

probably not the source of the broadening. As a check, 

spectra were taken of methyipropene at temperatures up to 

100 0C. Unfortunately the poor signal-to-noise ratio and 

sloping baselines prevented accurate deconvolution to deter-

mine linewidths. To look for increases in linewidths, the 

ratio of the valley height between the methyl absorptions to 

the CHa  peak height was compared. A modest 7 % increase 

in the average value of this rtio was observed upon raising 

the temperature from 25.to 100 °C; however difficulties in 

assigning the baselines caused uncertainties in this ratio 

of e 5 %. Spectra at much higher temperatures would be 

necessary to confirm this increase. 
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Fig. 111-10. Linewidths of methyl group absorptions 

as a function of the methyl torsional barrier height. The 

molecular linewidtlis are represented as follows:' A , cis-2-

butene; B , propene; •, methyipropene; 0 , ethane; • 

propane; 0, methyipropane; and 0 , dimethyipropane. 
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The large increase in methyl absorption widths from 

fourth to fifth overtone suggests that the intramolecular 

mode coupling is stronger for the v=6 methyl LM states. Such 

an increase in coupling would occur if a group of strongly 

coupled states were shifted into resonance. A likely candi-

date would be a set of Fermi resonant combination states with 

five quanta in the LM plus two quanta in a -CH3 bending vi-

bration. Such combination states have been identi-

fied13 ' 15 ' 66  in the overtone spectra of halomethanes. Since 

the anharmonicity of the stretches is greater than that of 

the bends, the pure stretching overtones at lower values of 

v would start out higher in energy than the strongly coupled 

states, move into resonance, and then move out of resonance 

again as v increases. This type of interaction has also 

been suggested to explain the unusually large width of the 

seventh overtone of benzene, 67  and will be discussed further 

in Chapter V. 

5. Integrated Cross Sections 

Integrated cross sections for fifth overtone spectra are 

shown in Table. 111-3. These values were obtained either by 

planimeter or computer deconvolution. It should be noted 

that the Lorentzian lineshapes assumed in the deconvolutions 

have considerable intensity far from band center, and the 

presence of the slight shoulders on the wings lowers the 

baseline and causes overestimation of the peak areas. The 

results using a planimeter were obtained by assuming a base- 

I. 
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Table 111-3. Integrated cross sectionsa  for fifth overtone transitions. 

Molecule 	Assignment 	Integrated 	 Number 	Cross Section 
Cross Section 	of C-H's 	per C-H 

Methane 5.55 4 1.39 ± 0.14 

Ethene 4.23 4 1.06 ± 0.11 

Propene Ha  2.86 2 1.43 ± 0.21 
Hs  1.69 1 1.69 ± 0.31 
H1 1.35 1 1.35 ± 0.21 
H2 1.05 1 1.05 ± 0.17 
H3 1.71 1 1.71 ± 0.24 

Total 8.65 6 1.44 ± 0.23 

Methyipropane Ht 
0•24b 1 0.24 ± 0.24 

Hs  2.66 3 0.89 ± 0.13 
Ha  5.02 6 0.85 ± 0.11 

Total 7.91 10 0.79 ± 0.13 

Methyipropene Ha  5.22 4 1.31 ± 0.16 
Hs  2.50 2 1.25 ± 0.19 
H1 2.19 2 1.09 ± 0.14 

Total 9.91 8 1.24 ± 0.16 

Cis-2-butene 6081 8 0.85 ± 0.06 

Cyclopropane 6.06 6 1.01 ± 0.15 

Fluoromethane 5.26 3 1.75 ± 0.26 

Trifluoromethane 1.20 1 1.20 ± 0.18 

Dichloromethane 2.04 2 1.02 ± 0.15 

lodomethane 2.67 3 0.89 ± 0.13 

Chioromethane 2.96 3 0.99 ± 0.15 

Trichloromethane 0.51 1 0.51 ± 0.08 

average 1.08 ± 0.28 

aunits : 10-23 cm2  cm7l molec 1 . 

bSee text. 



line that intersected the observed spectra on both sides of 

the peak(s). Thus this method underestimates the peak area 

for those molecules with near-Lorentzian lineshapes, while 

it is more accurate for the smaller halomethanes whose width 

is, dominated by the rotational structure. The error limits 

quoted allow generously for these difficulties. The area of 

the C-Ht  peak of methyipropane is underestimated due to the 

computed tail's of the methyl peaks. For this wide variety of 

molecules the cross sections per C-H oscillator of these gas 

phase molecules vary within a two-fold range with only a few 

exceptions. The average value weighted by the number of C-H 

bonds per spectral peak is (1.08 ± 0.28) x 1023  cm2  cnr 1 . 

This value is to be compared to the integrated absorbance 

per C-H oscillator from the fifth overtone, liquid phase 

spectra obtained by Burberry et a1 6  of (3.4 ± 0.6) x 10 

1 mole' cm 2 , which corresponds to an integrated cross sec-

tion of (1.30 ± 0.23) x 1023  cm2  cm'. This value must be 

corrected for the bulk dielectric properties of the liquids 23  

before comparison with the gas pha.se  values. The indices of 

refraction at the sodium D line range from 1.372 for n-hexane 

to.l.498 for benzene, resulting in multiplicative correction 

factors of 0.819 to 0.749, respectively. Taking the appro-

priate factor for each molecule,. the average integrated cross 

section per C-H from the liquid phase spectra corrected to 

gas phase is (0.95 ± 0.20) x 10-23  cm2  crn ]-, in reasonable 

agreement with the value determined in this work. 

In Table 111-3 there are no systematic variations in 
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cross section with bond type. The integrated cross sections 

of the t: chioromethane C-H and methylpropane C-Ht  are seen 

to be unusually small, while that of the flouoromethane band 

is unusually large. Some of the peaks in the propene spec-

trum, namely C-H 5  and C-H3 are also larger than the norm. 

The assignment of the cis-2-butene spectrum discussed in 

Sec. D.2. hypothesized that the peak labelled "?" in Fig. 

111-6 arose from absorptions by methyl group C-H bonds. The 

integrated cross sections (units 10-23  cm 2  cm') for the 

assigned CHa  and  C-He  oscillators are only 0.52 and 0.53, 

respectively, while that of the olefinic C-H1 bond is 1.20. 

If, the peak labelled "?" arises from methyl absorptions, 

then the integrated cross section per methyl C-H becomes 

1.03 x 10-23  cm2  cm- which is very close to the above 

average value. 

Figure 111-13 shows the integrated cross section per 

C-H vs the anharmonicity, wXe,  of the oscillator. The 

lack of dependence on mechanical anharmonicity implies that 

higher order terms in the dipole moment expansion determine 

the intensities. Burberry and Albrecht 23  have shown that 

a two parameter empirical fit of the dipole moment function 

for a C-H bond reproduced the experimental C-H and C-D over-

tone intensities in various deuterated benzenes. However 

the large variations in intensities seem to preclude any 

universal dipole moment function for the C-H bonds. 



Figure 111-13. Integrated cross section per C-H oscil-

lator as a function of its mechanical anharmonicity. 

WA 
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E. Summary 

Overtone spectroscopy is a sensitive probe of the C-H 

bonds of a molecule in that small differences among inequiva-

lent C-H bonds result in splittings of hundreds of wavenum-

bers in the overtone absorptions. The integrated cross sec-

.tions per C-H oscillator for a wide variety of molecules were 

seen to be approximately constant, varying over a two-fold 

range with no correlation with bond type or anharmonicity. 

The linewidths of the fifth overtone absorptions decrease 

with increasing barrier height; however the cause is not un-

derstood at this time. The trends of overtone transition 

energies with C-H bond length and isolated fundamental ener -

gies along with the integrated cross sections will aid in 

the spectral assignment of candidate molecules for bond selec-

tive vibrational photbchemistry. 
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CHAPTER IV. LOCAL MODE SPECTRA OF INEQUIVALENT C-H OSCTLLA-

TORS IN CYCLOALKANE'S AND CYCLOALKENES 

Introduction 

The cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes exhibit considerable 

conformational diversity and thus a variety of C-H bonds in 

different environments. The conformations interconvert 

- some very rapidly 	and thus this series of molecules pro- 

vides a unique opportunity to examine the effect of well 

defined motion on C-H overtone spectra. Of particular inter-

est is the. question of the effect of motion on the local mode 

picture of the overtones. Previous work 1 ' 2  has shown that 

in the liquid phase, multiple peaks appear in the overtone 

spectra. These peaks were interpreted as a "map" of the 

distribution of C-H bonds in their various conformational 

environments. In this chapter the previous work is extended 

by studying the ovrtone spectra of the gas phase species 

and the "local mode C-H fundamental" spectra of the monohydro 

impurities inevitably present,in a perdeutero sample. 

Experimental 

Laser photoacoustic (LPA) spectra of the overtones were 

obtained using the apparatus described previously in Chapter 

II. Spectroquality samples of cyclohexane, cyclopentane 

and cyclopentene from Matheson, Coleman and Bell were 

thoroughly degassed by several freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

Cyclobutane from Columbia Organic Chemicals was transferred 

in vacuo from its original vial to a liquid nitrogen cooled 



finger leaving behind a nonvolatile yellow syrup. Cyclopro-

pane (Matheson, 99% mm. purity) was used without further 

purification. 

Infrared spectra in the fundamental C-H stretching 

region were taken on a Nicolet 8000HV Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectrometer with an evacuated optical path, using 

a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector. Resolution was 

nominally 0.5 cm' for both gas and liquid phase spectra. 

Gas phase spectra were taken in a 16 cm cell with pressures 

of 40 and 60 torr of cyclohexane-d12 and cyclopentane-d10, 

respectively. Liquid phase spectra of the same samples were 

taken in sealed cells with 100 ji spacers. Samples of cyclo-

hexane-d12 and cyclopentane-d10 were obtained from Merck, 

Sharp and Dohme of Canada at a stated isotopic purity of 99 

atom % D. They were degassed by the freeze-pump-thaw 

methOd and used without further purification. A curve fit-

ting program suppl'ied with the Nicolet system was used to 

deconvolute the liquid phase infrared spectra in the funda-

mental region into a sum of two Lorentzians and an adjust-

able baseline. 

C. Results 

The observed spectra are displayed in Figs. IV-1 through 

IV-7. Attempts to find the C-} overtones of cyclohexane-d11 

and cyclopentane-dwere unsuccessful. The much higher 

concentration of C-D bonds than C-H bonds means that even 

weak C-D overtones can swamp C-H overtones. For example 

the second dvertoneof the C-D stretches made it impossible 



Fig. IV-l. Liquid (top) and gas (bottom) phase FTIR 

spectra of the C-H stretching fundamental region of 'cyclo-

hexane-dii. 
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Fig. IV-2. Fourth (bottom, pressure: 63 torr), fifth 

(67 torr), and sixth (top, 67 torr) overtone spectra of 

gaseous cyclohexane taken with the LPA spectrometer.' The 

dots are the experimental data and the solid line represents 

the results of the computer deconvolutions. 
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I. 

Fig. IV-3. Liquid (top) and gas (bottom) phase FTIR 

spectra of the C-Hstretching fundamental regipri of cyclo-

pentane-dg. 
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It 

Fig. IV-4. Fifth (bottom, pressure: 107 torr) and sixth 

(top, 110 torr) overtone spec€ra of gaseous cyclopentane 

The dots (top) represent the experimental data and the solid 

line represents the results of the "three Lorentzian" decon-

volution. 
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Fig. IV-5. Fifth overtone speátrurfl of gaseous cyclo-

butane (pressure: 106 torr). The dots are the experimental 

data and the solid line represents the results of the com- 

puter deconvolUtiOt. 
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Fig. IV-6. Fourth (bottom, pressure: 168 torr) and 

fifth (top, 151 torr) overtone spectra of gaseous cyclo- 

propane. 
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Fig. IV-7. Fifth (bottom, pressure: 143 torr) and sixth 

computer decoflVOlUti0 

spectral assignment. In the molecular diagram the apex 

carbon atom lies below the plane of the four other carbon 

atoms, giving axial character to hydrogen atoms 	
and "2" 

and equatorial character to "3" and "4". 

-ni-ne. The dots are 
(top, 111 torr) overtone gaseuu 	'--••------ 

the experimental data and the solid lines represent the 

The numberS 1 through 5 give the 
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to clearly identify the first overtone of the C-H stretch. 

In Table IV-1 the peak positions, 1ineddths, and inte-

grated cross sections are summarized for all resolvable 

hydrogens. Harmonic frequencies, anharrnonicities and calcu-

lated C-H bond dissociation energies are summarized in Table 

IV-2 for cyclohexane, cyclopentane and cyclopropane. Table 

IV-3 gives the observed 
I

gas-liquid shifts for cyclohexane 

and cyclopentane. 

D. Piscussion 

1. Spectral Assignments 

Cyclohexane: 

The infrared spectrum in the C-H stretching region of 

cyclohexane-dll is shown in Fig. IV-1. The shapes of the 

observed rotational envelopes assign conclusively the higher 

frequency mode to the equatorial bond, and the lower to the 

axial bond, 5  in agreement with recent ab initio calculations 

which predict a shorter equatorial bond. 6  The liquid phase 

spectrum of this region exhibits much broader bands (compared 

to the gaseous Q  branches) shifted down in frequency from 

the gas phase values by 10 and 7 cnr 1  for the equatorial 

and axial bonds, respectively. 

The least squares deconvolutions of the cyclohexane 

overtone spectra in Fig. IV-2 fit the experimental spectra 

quite well to a sum of two Lorentzians. These two bands 

again correspond to LM absorptions of the axial and equator-

ial bonds in the stable chair conformation. The interconver-

sion of the two bond types through inversion of the chair 

S 
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Table IV-1. Peak positions,a linewidthsa and integrated 

cross sections 	(area)b for the spectra of cycloalkanes and 
cycloalkenes.c 

Molecul.e Assign FWHM Area 

c-C6 D11 H(g) ax 2891d ...d ...d 

v=1 eq 2923 

c-C 6 D11H(1) ax 2884(03) e 16(1) e 

v1 eq 2913(0.3) 19(1) 1.32(0.08) 

c-C6H12(g) ax 13127(6) 123(5) 20.8 	(0.7) 

v=5 eq 13315(5) 139(2) 47.4 	(0.8) 

v=6 ax 15376(6) 195(4) 7.64(0.15) 

eq 15605(5) 147(2) 8.71(0.12) 

v=7 ax 17496(6) 200(5) 

eq 17764(6) 168(3) 1.27(0.02) 

c-05 D9 H(g) ax 2910d ...d ...d 

v=l eq 2934 •0' 

c-0 5 D9H(1) ax 
2910(03) e 44(1)e 1.00(0 	05)e1f 

- 	

v=1 eq 2937(0 1.3) 33(1) 1.09(0.05) 
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Table IV-l. Peak positions,a linewidthsa and integrated 
cross sections (area)b  for the spectra of cycloalkanes and 
cycloalkenes (continued) • c 

Molecule 	Assign 	 FWHM 	Area 

c-05H10(g) 	.g 	15538 (7) 	257 (9) 	4.5 (0.3) 

v=6 	 15777(13) 	208 (7) 	5.4 (0.9) 

	

15833 (8) 	113(18) 	1.7 (0.7) 

v=7 	 17650 	(9) 225 (14) 1.0 (O.i)f 

17860(22) 395 (73) 1.7 (0.5) 

18024 	(6) 176 (8) 1.8 (0.2) 

c-C4H8(g) 	comb. 	15510(39) 214 	(46) 0.4 (0.3) 

v=6 	ax 	15732 	(8) 122 	(14) 1.7 (0.3) 

eq 	15847 	(7) 149 	(6) 5.5 (0.3) 

comb. 	16455(36) 204(120) 0.8 (0.6) 

c-C3H6(g) 
v=1 3056h 

v=3 8800 1  

v=5 14059 	(5)J 86 	(4)J 	40.4 	(4)J 

v=6 16506 (90 95 	(50 	6.1 	(0.60 

v=7 188161 

v=8 21095i 701 
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Table IV-l. Peak positions,a linewidthsa and integrated 
cross sections (area)b for the spectra of cycloalkanes and 
cycloalkenes (continued) .- 

Molecule 	Assign 	 FWHM 	Area 

c-05H8(g) 	1k 15269(11) 235 (20) 2.1 (0.2) 

v=6 	2 15449(28) 165(123) 0.3 (0.3) 

3 15656 	(9) 241 (20) 3.3 (0.4) 

4 15861 	(9) :149  (17) 1.0 (0.2) 

5 16607 	(5) 80 (1) 3.47(0.05) 

v=7 	1k 	17350(10) 	302(15) 	1•00(0.07)f 

2 	17540(12) 	198(34) 	0.27(0.07) 

3 	17814 (7) 	266(10) 	1.25(0.05) 

4 	18102 (7) 	236(11) 	0.71(0.04) 

aUñjts. cm . 

bUnjts: 10-23 cm2  cnr 1  molec'. 

Ctjncertainties in parentheses are the standard errors of the 
non-linear least squares fit. Frequency uncertainties are 
standard errors plus 5 cm'. 

dspectra showed overlapped rotational structure. Only Q 
branch frequencies were determined (to better than 1 cnr 1 ). 

eErrors were determined by adjusting the parameters until 
the fit became visibly worse. 

intensities are relative. 

gThree Lorentzians were used to approximate the distribution 
of axial-equatorial bond character. See text. 

hcyc lopropane_d 5  data from Ref. 3. 

1Ref.4. 

JEstimated peak positions, widths and uncertainties. Areas 
measured with planimeter. 

kSee Fig. IV-7 for peak assignments. 
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Table IV-2. Harmonic frequencies w, aanharmonicities wexeipa 
and C-H bond dissociation energiesb'of the cycloalkanes. 

Molecule Assign We  We  Xe 
De (CH) C  

c-C6H12 

gas ax 3021 4d 65.4 0.6d 99.7 12d 

eq 3051 2 64.3 0.4 103.4 0.8 

liquid ax 3006 9 65.0 1.5 99.4 2.9 

eq 3032 7 63.9 1.5 102.7 3.0 

c-05H10 

gas "ax" 3039 5 64.5 0.8 102.3 1.6 

"eq" 3053.9 0.3 60.0 0.1 111.0 0.2 

liquid "ax" 3043 2 66.4 0.3 99.7 0.6 

"eq" 3063 1 63.5 0.3 105.6 0.6 

c-C3H6 

gas 	 3175 	4 	60.4 	0.6 	119.2 	1.5 

aunjts: cnr 1 . 

bunjts: kcai.mol. 

CCalculated from De = "e2 / 4we xe .  

dThe quoted uncertainties are the standard errors of the 
linear regression. 
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Table IV-3. Gas-liquid frequency shiftsa for the methylene 
bands of cycloalkanes. 

Molecule v Lvg1(ax)b ig1(eq)b 

c-C6D11H 1 7 10 

c-C6H12 5 21 (47) 87 	(85) 

6 62 (81) 65(125) 

7 74 (72) 96(100) 

c-05D9H 1 0 -3 

c-05H10 6 67 (74) 82 	(90) 

7 75 (50) 131 	(95) 

aunjts: 	cm-. 

bLI./gl 	- Values of from Ref. 	1 	(Ref. 	2). 
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form (about 10 3  sec' 1  at room temperature 7 ) is much too slow 

to motionally average the inequivalent bands.' 

Cyclopéntane : 

Cyclopentane pseudorotates rapidly, interchanging its 

C-H bonds among axial-like, equatorial-like and eclipsed 

positions on a time scale of about 4 x 10-13  sec. 1  However, 

the overtone spectrum of liquid cyclopentane shows bands 

that are distinctly doubled. 1 ' 2  The major components appear 

about 100 cm 1  apart and are approximately attributable to 

the C-H bonds at the axial and equatorial positions. Even 

the fast pseudorotation is too slow to motiorially average 

these peaks and the overtones are thought to represent an 

inhomogeneous superposition of components distributed accor-

ding to the probability of finding a given C-H bond in a 

conformation with a certain axial-equatorial character and a 

given overtone frequency. The overtone band has an intensity 

given approximately by 1  

I(v) = [1 - (v/vmax)2]2 	 (1) 

where AV is the displacement from the center of the bands and 

vmax is the maximum displacement. The liquid phase bands 

do not have quite this shape because the intensities vary 

with conformation (see below) and so Eq. (1) would have to 

be convoluted with another (unknown) function as well as 

with a broadening function to reproduce the observed spectra. 

The gas phase overtone spectra (Fig. IV-4) look like the 

liquid phase spectra but are better resolved. Attempts were 



made to fit the experimental sixth overtone to a sum of 

Lorentzians and possible fits were found using either two or 

three Lorentzians. The three Lorentzian fit is shown in Fig. 

IV-4 and listed in Table IV-l. The two Lorentzian fit was 

not as satisfactory. It gave much wider bands and a weighted 

chi-square eight times larger than the three Lorentzian fit. 

The center band of the three shows that there is indeed 

intensity from the methylene bands in the eclipsed conforma-

tion, but of course this division into exactly three bands 

is only an approximation to the expected complex band shape. 

The fifth overtone band was also fit (Table IV-l) but a badly 

sloping baseline makes this fit less reliable. 

The infrared spectra of the fundamental C-H stretching 

bands of cyclopentane-d9 look similar to those forcyclohex-

ane-d11, but the component bands are broader and less well 

resolved. In the gas phase spectrum (Fig. IV-3), Q  branches 

can be seen, although the rotational structure is ill-defined 

and broad. The liquid phase spectrum also shows two bands, 

which are resonably well fit by two Lorentzians. However 

the widths are much greater than in cyclohexane-d, and 

• the splitting is somewhat less. Similar splittings have 

• 	been seen8  in the • infrared and Raman spectra of the C-D 

stretching modes of cyclopehtane-d1. Thedoubled bands 

appear both in the gas and solid phases with a splitting of 

about 40 cm. The liquid phase band looks similar to 

that of Fig. IV-3, except that the lower frequency band is 

the more intense. The fundamental spectra of gaseous cyclo- 
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pentane-d9 should show both rotational and pseudorotational 

structu:e, with a spacing of the pseudorotational structure 

of about 4 cm. The overall shape of the band is expected 

to be complex, particularly since the isotopic substitution 

breaks the fivefold symmetry. Two maxima can be seen in 

both gas and liquid phase spectra, and are interpreted in 

the same way as for the overtones, namely as an average over 

the pseudorotation motion. In other words, the complex 

pseudorotation structure of the gas phase band is washed out 

at 0.5 cnr 1  resolution into a band contour approaching a 

simple classical average. 

For this average to involve no motional averaging, 

27rvt must be greater than one, with Av the spectr-al split-

ting and t the -characteristic exchange time for pse-udorota-

tional motion. For-the fundamental transition &v is only 

about 25 cnr- for both the gas and the liquid. The reduced 

mass of cyclopentane-dg is higher than that of cyclopentane-

h10  however, 9  so that T becomes approximately 6 x 10 13  

sec, and 2wvT 	3 so that no significant narrowing is ex- 

pected. Indeed the splitting of 	25 cnr' agrees with the 

extrapolation of the splitting of the high overtone levels 

f or the liquid. (The two gas phase overtone transitions ob-

served are too few to permit accurate extrapolation. See - 

Sec. D.2.) 

Cyclobutane: 

The equilibrium configuration of cyclobutane is known 

to be puckered, with a barrier to interconversion of only 
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one to two kcal mol 1 . 10 ' 11  As a result, the C-H bonds can 

be considered axial and equatorial on a sufficiently short 

timescale. Indeed,ab initio calculations with 4-31G or 

6_31G* basis sets predict equatorial bond lengths to be lar-

ger than axial by 0.002 and 0.001 A, respectively. 11  The 

fifth overtone spectrum in Fig. IV-5 shows a multiple peaked 

structure with four bands, as summarized in Table IV-l. The 

strong peaks at 15732 and 15847 cnr 1  are assigned to absorp-

tions by the "axial" and "equatorial" C-H bonds and the 

weaker bands as unspecified combinations. However since the 

puckering frequency 1 ° is only about 200 cnr 1 , the observed 

spectrum must again be an average 1  over the thermally popu-

lated,puckering vibrational states. Using the results from 

the previous chapter, equilibrium bond lengths of l.097 

and 1.096 A are predicted for the axial and equatorial C-H 

bonds, respectively. 

Cyclopropane: 

Cyclopropane exists in a planar, rigid configuration 

with D3h  symmetry. All bonds are equivalent by symmetry, 

and only one peak is observed in the overtone spectra in 

Fig. IV-6 as expected. 

Cyclopentene: 

Cyclopentene is similar to cyclobutane in that the equi-

librium geometry is puckered, with a barrier 12  of about 0.66 

kcal mo1 1  between the two conformations. Liquid phase over -

tone spectra1  suggested the presence of four methylenic 

4 



bands, one pair from the apex methylene group and a second, 

more intense pair from the two methylene groups adjacent to 

the carbon-carbon double bond. In the spectra, the more 

intense inner features were assigned to the two niethylene 

groups adjacent to the double bond while the weaker, outer 

shoulders were assigned to the apex methylene absorptions. 

However the broad linewidths in the liquid phase made the 

assignment tentative. 

Results of computer deconvolutions of the gas phase 

cyclopentene spectra are illustrated in Fig. IV-7. Four 

Lorentzians were used to fit the methylene bands. The 

fifth overtone spectrum on the bottom of Fig. IV-7 shows two 

intense bands labelled "1" and 11 3" at 15270 and 15655 cm, 

respectively. These bands are assigned to the pseudoaxial 

and pseudoequatorial LM'S, respectively, of the methylene 

groups adjacent to the double bond. The weaker features at 

15449 and 15861 cnf' are assigned to the axial ("2") and 

equatorial ("4") C-H bonds of the apex methylene group. The 

a—it interaction' 3  between the it electrons of the C-C 

double bond and the a electrons of the adjacent C-H bonds is 

expected to weaken the latter, shifting their absorptions to 

lower energy. The sixth overtone spectrum in Fig. IV-7 shows 

more clearly the same, four peaked structure in the methylene 

band. 

2. Anharnionicity Parameters 

The LM absorptions approximately follow the transition 
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Fig. IV-8. A plot of LEv/V vs v for the axial and 

equatorial absorptioflS of cyclohexane. The slope gives 

(L)exe and the y-intercept gives (we wexe) for 

each bond type. 
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Fig. IV-9. A plot of 4E v/V vs v for the axial and 

equatorial absorPtiofls of cyclOPeflta 
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energy equation of a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator: 

Ev  = (we - weXe)v - WeXeV2 	 (2) 

where we  is the harmonic frequency and Wexe  is the anhar-

monicity. In Fig. IV-8, a Birge-Sponer plot of tE/v  vs v 

is given for the axial and equatorial C-H LM absorptions 

of gaseous and liqui&- cyclohexane. The filled (open) 

symbols represent the gaseous (liquid) results. The gas 

phase results are- fit well by the straight line illustrated 

using the parameters from Eq. (2) summarized in Table IV-2. 

However the liquid phase fundamental results from cyclohex-

ane-dil do not fall on the same line as those of the liquid 

phase overtones of cyclohexane-h. The liquid overtone 

data from from Ref. 2 give essentially the same results. 

Conversely, the Birge-Sponer plots for cyclopentane in Fig. 

IV-9 show good linear fits for the axial and equatorial 

absorptions in both gas and liquid phase spectra, as does 

the plot for gaseous cyclopropane (not shown). 

The anharmonicity parameters from Eq. (2) and the 

implied C-H bond dissociation energies shown in Table IV-2 

show clearly several trends in both the gas and liquid phase 

results. The harmonic frequencies and C-H bond dissociation 

energies increase while the.anharmonicitieS. decrease with 

decreasing ring size. The effect on the energies can be 

understood in terms of changes in the hybridization of the 

C-H bonds. 14 ' 15  As the degree of ring strain increases from 

cyclohexane through cyclopropane, the degree of p character 
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increases in the endocyclic C-C bonds to maximize the orbital 

overlap. As a result the exocyclic C-H bonds gain in s char-

acter, becoming shorter and stronger and increasing in vibra-

tional frequency. 

3. Linewidths and Intensities 

Linewidths and intensities of the gas phase spectra are 

also summarized in Table IV-1. The values of these parame-

ters unfortunately are more sensitive than the peak positions 

to the choice of lineshape in the computer deconvolution, and 

thus are less well determined. Lorentzians were chosen under 

the assumption of homogeneous broadening by intramolecular 

energy transfer and dephasing. Inspection of the computer 

deconvolutions in the figures shows that the Lorentzian line-

shapes accurately fit the upper portions of the bands. How-

ever the Lorentzian tails contribute too much intensity on 

the wings, pushing the computed backgrounds too low and over-

estimating the peak areas. Deviations from Lorentzian line-

shapes give rise to actual uncertainties in the peak areas 

of 10 - 20 %, which are greater than the computed standard 

errors quoted in Table IV-l. The choice of lineshape also 

affects the computed widthssince the areas and widths are 

strongly correlated. Only cyclohexane and cyclopropane 

have sufficiently well resolved spectra for accurate line-

width determinations and comparisons. 

In these two molecules, we see contrasting linewidth 

trends. For cyclo1exane the linewidths for both axial and 

equatorial absorptions are seen to increase from Av=5 



through iv=7. The width of the one cyclopropane absorption 

increases from Av=5 to v=6, then decreases monotonict11y 

from tv=6 through tv=8. This latter behavior is simi- 

lar to that of benzene' 6 ' 17  in which the linewidths of the 

near-Lorentzian absorptions are seen to increase, reach a 

maximum value and then decrease with vibrational quantum num-

ber. However the cyclopropane lineshapes are non-Lorentzian 

with distinct shoulders and asymmetries, and the observed 

narrowing with quantum number is probably due to the gradual 

loss of this structure with increasing vibrational quantum 

number. 

The integrated cross sections for the higher energy 

equatorial absorptions are consistently more intense in both 

gas and liquid phase" 2  spectra. One might expect that the 

more anharmonic LM's would have more intense absorptions. 

In the cyclic hydrocarbons, the less anharmonic equatorial 

LM's have more intense absorptions, the dipole moment func-

tion instead of the mechanical anharmonicity must determine 

the intensities of the LM absorptions. Indeed, it has been 

demonstrated in the previous chapter that the mechanical 

anharmonicity has little effect on the integrated cross 

sections of the LM bands of gaseous alkanes and alkenes. 

D. Gas-liquid Frequency Shifts 

The observed gas-liquid frequency shifts, Av g l, for the 

méthylenic absorptions in cyclohexane and cyclopentane are 

given in Table IV-3. The liquid phase overtone transition 

frequencies reported in Ref S. 1 and 2 differ by as much as 
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60 cm 1 , reflecting the difficulties in locating the peak 

positions in poorly resolved spectra. Thus, the gas-liquid 

shifts are given using both sets of liquid phase frequencies. 

Although the shifts for a given bond in a given mole-

cule vary considerably and almost randomly over the range of 

overtones, the gas-liquid shifts for the equatorial C-H 

bonds are uniformly larger than those for the axial bonds. 

It is also interesting to note that for the fundamental 

absorptions of cyclohexane-d11 and cyclopentane-dg, 

the average gas-liquid shifts are significantly different, 

8.5 and -1.5 cnr 1 , respectively. 

E. Summary 

The spectra of C-H overtones of a series of cyclic al-

kanes and alkenes and the fundamental isolated local mode 

spectra of cyclohexane and cyclopentane have been presented. 

In all cases the gas phase spectra show bands that are nar-

rower than the liquid phase spectra. All the spectral bands 

have a shape that is approximately given by the distribution 

of C-H frequencies over the conformational motion of the 

molecule. There is no evidence for motional narrowing. The 

C-H fundamentals for cyclopentane-d9, cyclohexane-dil and 

cyclopropane-d5 are at frequencies given by extrapolation 

from the overtone frequencies and thus conform to the local 

mode model. An exception is the liquid phase results for 

cyclohexane for which the extrapolation does not work. This 

implies different liquid phase shifts for the fundamental 

and overtones. The axial bands are systematically stronger 
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than the equatorial bands. Both this and the gas-liquid 

frequency shifts are not understood. The gas phase spectra 

of cyciopentene are better resolved than the liquid phase 

spectra and have allowed a more precise assignment of the 

various methylenic bands. 
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CHAPTER V. INTRAMOLECULAR MODE COUPLING IN HIGHLY 

VIBRATION2LLY EXCITED TRIHALOMETHANES 

A. Introduction 

The nature of intramolecular vibrational energy transfer 

in highly vibrationally excited polyatomics is the subject 

of current interest. 16  The relaxation pathways and energy 

transfer rates following vibrational excitation are a topic 

of much debate. Smalley and coworkers' in their experiments 

on jet-cooled alkylbénzenes have shown that the weak coupling 

of the ring vibrational modes to the carbon-carbon torsion 

vibrations of the alkyl side chains causes complete vibra-

tional energy transfer on a subnanosecond timescale. The 

100 cm 	linewidths in the overtone spectra of benzene 3 ' 4  

were explained in terms of strong coupling between the set 

of C-H stretching oscillators and weaker coupling to the 

quasicontinuum of other vibrational states. Recent theories 

predict that Fermi resonances 6  are important in the intra- 

molecular dynamics and that the energy transfer is most rapid 

between states differing by only a few vibrational quanta. 5  

Such resonances are observed in the spectra reported in this 

paper. 

To investigate relaxation pathways, the gas phase spec-

tra of a series of trihalomethanes were observed from the 

fundamentals through the fifth overtones of the C-H stretch-

ing vibrations. Since these molecules have a single C-H 

bond, the localmode model 7  predicts a single peak for each 
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vcH transition, and any other bands arise from intermode 

coupling between the C-H stretching vibration and the other 

modes of the molecule. Specific resonances are identified 

between the overtones of the C-H stretching vibrations and 

Fermi resonant combination states with one less C-H stretch-

ing quantum plus two quanta of the C-H bending vibrations, 

and such resonances are expected to play a major role in the 

vibrational energy relaxation pathway in larger, polyatomic 

molecules. 

B. Experimental 

Absorption spectra of the trihalomethanes from the fun-

danientals through third overtone (vcH = 4) were observed 

using a Nicolet 7199 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer 

purged with dry nitrogen. A Globar source, a liquid nitrogen 

cooled HgCdTe detector and a KBr-Ge beamsplitter were used to 

obtain the fundamental spectra (500 - 5000 cnr 1 ). First 

and second overtone spectra wereobtained using a tungsten-

halogen (W-X) source, a quartz beamsplitter and a liquid 

nitrogen cooled InAs detector (4000 - 10 000 cm'). 	A Si 

detector was substituted to obtain the third overtone spec- 

tra (9000 - 15 000 cnr 1 ). A 16 cm pathlength cell was used 

for the fundamental spectra, whi'le a Wilkes niultipasscell 

- was used at 9.75 m pathlength for the overtones. Although 

the absorbance inc.reased for longer pathlengths, more scans 

were required for the same signal-to-noise ratio due to the 

decreased throughput. For the weaker bands, pressures up to 
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650 torr were necessary and more than 10 000 scans were 

performed using a coadding program. Nominal resolutions 

are given in the figure captions. 

Fourth and fifth overtone spectra were obtained using 

the laser photoacoustic spectrometer described in Chapter II. 

The sole tuning element in the dye laser cavity was a three-

plate birefringent filter, yielding a laser linewidth of 

1 cm 1  for fifth overtone spectra. Thebirefringent filter ...........- . - 

was not well aligned for the wavelength range of Oxazine 725 

used for the fourth overtone spectra. As a result, lasing 

occurred on more than one birefringent filter mode, yielding 

an effective laser linewidthof about 3 cm 1 . 

Samples of fluoroform (98.0 % minimum purity), dichioro-

fluoromethane (99.0 %) and chlorodifluoromethane (99.9 %) 

were obtained froinMatheson and were used as received. 

Spectral quality chloroform (99+ %) from'Matheson, Coleman 

and Bell was dried overnight with a molecular sieve and 

thoroughly degassed by several freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

Band positions were determined in the following manner. 

For bands with a distinct, central Q  branch, the frequency of 

of the most intense line of the Q  branch is reported. For 

bands with P, R structure only, the frequency of the central 

minimum is given. Often for the asymmetric top molecules, 

the bands have unusual band shapes with multiple Q  branches, 

and in this case, the frequency of the centermost Q branch is 

quoted.. Theabsolute frequency uncertainty of the FTIR spec-

trometer is less than the nominal resolution; however the 



quoted peak positions for bands with single Q branches have 

uncertainties gererally less than 1 cm', while the other 

bands can have uncertainties of ± 5 cm' or more. The same 

difficulties for bands observed with the laser photoacoustic 

spectrometer, except that changes in cavity alignment from 

day to day add another ± 5 cm' uncertainty to the band 

positions. 

C. Results 

Chloroform: 

Chloroform is a symmetric top molecule with C3v  sym-

metry. The vj C-H stretching vibrati.on is one of three 

totally symmetric Al normal modes, and the V4 C-H bending 

vibration is one of three degenerate E modes. The infrared 

fundamental frequencies for these vibrations are 3033 and 

1220 cm 1 , respectFvely. 8  The first overtone of the C-H 

bend, 2v4, has both Al and E component, and Fermi resonance 

will mix the Al  component with the v, fundamental 600 cnf' to 

higher energy. For the overtones, the states vvi  and 

(v-1)vi + 2v4 will move closer to resonance due to the 

anharinonicity of v 1 . Just as in the liquid phase spectra, 9  

these Fermi resonant states dominate the gas phase overtone 

spectra of chloroform. 

The FTIR spectra of chloroform in. the AvCH = 1 through 

vCH = 4 regions are shown in Figs. V-i and V-2,and the 

laser photoacoustic spectra.of the vc}j = 5 and 6 regions 

are shown in Fig. V-3. The dominant bands of chloroform and 

their assignments are summarized in Table V-i. The vv1 over- 
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Fig. V-i. FTIR spectra of chloroform in. the fundamental 

region (bottom, 146 torr, 0.5 cm 	resolution, 200 scans) and 

first overtone region (top, 0.94 torr, 0.12 cm 1  resolution, 

400 scans). 
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Fig. V-2. FTIR spectra of chloroform in the second over-

tone region (bottom, 100 torr, 0.24 cnr1  resolution, 1000 

scans) and third overtone region (top, 148 torr, 0.24 cm -

resolution, 10 000 scans). 
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Fig. V-3. Laser photoacoustic spectra of chloroform in 

the fourth overtone region (bottom, 93 torr) and fifth over-

tone region (top, 112 torr). 
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tone bands lie at higher energy than the weaker, (v-l)vl + 2v4 

combination bands. Note that the wavenumbers increase to the 

right in Fig. V-3, opposite to that of Figs. V-i and V-2. As 

discussed above, the energy separation between vvi and 

(v-l)v 1  + 2v4  decreases monotonicaily with v from 624 cm 

for the fundamental'to 216 cm- for the fifth overtone, 

resulting in stronger mixing and greater intensity for the 

combination band. Also, prominent 0 branches indicative of 

the Al symmetry of the transitions are present in all 

bands, except for the Svi + 2v4 combination band. The 

sharp structure of the nearby 6v 1  band shows that the 1 cm 

resolution is sufficientto at least observe a Q  branch, if 

one were present. Combination bands assigned to vv + 

are also observed. 

If a loacal vibrational mode of a molecule is only 

weakly coupled to the other modes, then its transition energy 

from the v = 0 ground state to a state with v quanta can be 

approximated by'° 

Ev  = u4v + X 11v 	 (1) 

where w9 is related to the ith  harmonic frequency (see Sec. 

D.l.) and X j  is the diagonal anharmonicity of the 1th 

vibration. Thus a Birge-Spone plot11  of Ev/v  vs v will 

give a straight line with w a' the intercept and Xj as 

the slope. Such .aplot for the Vl  vibration of chloroform 

is given in Fig. VL4  and the values obtained for wt and Xj 

are summarized in Table V-2. The excellent linearity of the 

vv1 data shotis thatthe Fermi resonance of vv1 
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Table V-i. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest banãs of chloroform. 

vObS a  Assign vcaicab  Errora,c 

2410 2v4 2410 0 

3033 3033 0 

4235 v + v4 4232 3 

4277 

5401 vl + 2v4 5402 -1 

5941 2vi 5941 0 

7129 2vl + V4 7121 8 

8278 2vi + 2v4 8270 8 

8671 

8727. 3vi 8727 0 

9901 3vl + V4 9886 15 

11019 3v4 + 2v4 11015 4 

11385 4vl 11388 -3 

12151 4v] + V5 12149 2 

12552 4vi + V4 12527 25 

13635 4vl + 2v4 13636 -1 

13921 Svi 13927 -6 

16132 5v3 + 2v4 16135 -2 

16349 6vi 16341 8 

aunits: cm 1 . 

bcalculated from data in Table V. 

CError 	•vobs  - Vcalc• 
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Fig. V-4. Birge-Sponer plot of E/v  vs v for the 

vvi and  (v-l)vi + 2v4 bands of chloroform. 
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Table V-2, Anharmonicity constantsa  for the trihalomethanes. 

Parameter CHC13 CHF3 CHC12F CHC1F2 

wj 3094 3086 3083.9 3082.4 

1139.5 1321 1322.5 

wa 1234.7 1407 

773b 1152 

1249 1356 

Wt 1116 

X11 -61.8 -52 -50.1 -5.4 

X22 0 -7 -10.5 

X44 -15 -29 

x55  -1 0 

X77 -9 -11 

0 

0 -18 -14 

x13  0 

X14 _202b -10.5 -4 

X15 -3 -12 

X17 -14 6 -10 

X18 -3.5 

X27 -3 0 

x45 0 

ajjj 	cm 1 . 

bRef 8. 
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with (v-1)'v + 2v4 has not significantly displaced 

the energy levels. The (v-l)v1 + 2v4 combination bands 

are shown in the same figure. Note, however, that the energy 

separation between the bands is scaled by v, exagerating the 

onset of resonance. 

Fluoroforrn: 

Fluoroform is also a symmetric top with C3v  symmetry, 

and its normal coordinates are similar to those of chloroform. 

The fundamental frequencies are higher, however; 'vl  and V4 

now lie at 3035 and 1378 cnr 1 , respectively. 12  In addition, 

the v2(A1) and v5(E) C-F stretching vibrations lie at 1139.5 

and 1152 cur 1 , respectively, 12  so that Fermi resonant corn-

bination bands involving 2v2, 2v5 and V4 + V5 may 

appear in the overtone spectra. 

The FTIR spectra of fluoroform from LVCH = 1 through 

vcH = 4 are shown in Figs. V-S and V-6, and laser photo-

acoustic spectra of AvCH = 5 and 6 are shown in Fig. V-7. 

The dominant bands of fluoroform and their tentative assign-

ments are summarized in Table V-3. The FTIR spectra from 

first through third overtone show three bands assignable to 

vv, (v-l)vi + 2v4(A1) and (v-1)v.+ 2v5(A1). 

The fourth overtone spectrum shows at least five bands, 

indicating strong resonance and mixing, while the sixth 

overtone again shows only three. 

A Birge-Sponer plot of E/v  vs v for fluoroform is 
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Fig. V-5. FTIR spectra of fluoroform in the fundamental 

region (bottom, 561 torr, 0.5 cm- resolution, 200 scans) and 

first overtone region (top, 79 torr, 0.12 crn 1  resolution, 

800 scans). 
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Fig. V-6. FTIR spectra of fluoroform in the second 

overtone region (bottom, 237 torr, 0.24 cm- resolution, 

3600 scans) and third overtone region (top, 586 torr, 0.24 

cm' resolution, 8600 scans)0 
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Fig. V-7. Laser photoacoustic spectra of fluoroform in 

the fourth overtone region (bottom, 128 torr) and fifth over-

tone region (top, 125 torr). 
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Table V-3. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest bands of fluoroform. 

VObS a  Assign vca1cab Errora,c 

2709 2v4 2709 0 

3035 V1 3034 1 

4174 vl + v5 4174 0 

4402 vl + V4 4402 0 

5184 

5338 vl + 2v5 5314 24 

5537 vl + vA + v5 5530 7 

5711 vl + 2v4 5701 9 

5960 2vi 5964 4 

7021 

7090 2v1 + \)5 7091 -1 

7104 

7322 2v1 + V4 7321 1 

8285 2v1 + 2v5 8220 65 

8589 2v•i + 2v4 8631 -42 

8793 3j 8790 3 

9881 3vi + V5 9906 -25 

9941 

10156 3vj + \)4 10137 19 

11110 3v1 + 2v5 11022 88 

11401 3vi + 2v4 11436 -.35 

11562 4vl 11511 50 

12347 



Table V-3. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest bands of fluoroform 

(continued). 

vObS a  Assign Vcalcab 
Errora,c 

12485 

12620 4vi + V2 12615 5 

12641 4vi + v5 12615 26 

V 	 12925 4vi + \)4 12847 80 

13530 4v1 + 2v2 

V 	 13801 4vl + 2v5 13719 

l4003 1-134 
4v + 2v4 14136 

14038J 1. 	-98 

14290 5v1 14130 160 

15289 

15625 Svi + V4 15456 169 

16158 5vj + 2v5 16314 -156 

16362 Svi + 2v4 16734 -372 

16614 6vl 16643 -29 

aunjts: cm 1 . 

bcalculated from data in Table V-2. 

CError 	Vobs - Vcalc 	V 

149 
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Fig. V-B. Birge-Sponer plot for the bands of fluoroform. 

The straight line illustrates the linear least squares fit of 

the vv1 data for v = 1 through 3. 
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shown in Fig. V-8. The straight line illustrates a linear, 

least squares fit for vCH = 1 through 3. The data for vv1, 

instead of being linear like those of chloroform, show dis-

tinct curvature upward from the fundamental through Svi, 

again indicating strong mode mixing and resonance. This 

curvature was noted by Bernstein and Herzberg 13  in their 

previous study. Rough extrapolation of the curvature to 

v = 6 predicts 6v 1  to lie at about 17 000 cm. However, 

no band was found to higher energy of the one at 16614 cm', 

and the latter is tentatively assigned to 6vi. With 

the extensive mode mixing shown at the fifth overtone, such 

a specific assignment is only correct in zeroth order. 

There are two additional interesting features to the 

fluoroform spectra. Firstly, the band at about 14 000 cm-, 

nominally, assigned to 4vi + 2v4, is split into two bands, 

each with a distinct Q branch, at 14 000 and 14 038 cm-. 

Secondly, the vv1 bands which are more intense than the 

(v-1)vi + 2v4 and (v-l)vi + 2v5 bands for v = 1 through 

v = 3, are less intense than the combination bands for v = 4 

through 6.. 

Dichiorofluoromethafle (CHC12F): 

CHC12Fis an asymmetric top,with a Rayts asymmetry 

parameter of about -0.56. The lone symmetry element is a 

reflection plane in the H-C-F plane. Hence the symmetry 

point group is C, with six A'(transition dipole in-plane) 

and three A" (transition dipole out-of-plane) vibrations. 

The two-fold degeneracy of the C-H bending vibration of 

152 
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chloroform and fluoroform is lifted, and the C-H bend funda- 

mentals are v 2 (A') and '(A") at 1314 and 1238.6 cm, 

respectively. 14  Thus combination bands of the form 

(v- l)vi + 2v2 and  (v- l)\1 + 2v7 are expected to 

mix with the vv1 overtones which always have A' symmetry. 

Bands of the form (v-l)vl + v2+ v7 will not mix with vvl 

because the former have A' symmetry, and in fact only the 

V2 + V7 and vl + V2 + V7 bands are observed. 

The FTIR spectra of CHC12F in the AvCH = 1 through AVCH = 4 

regions are shown in Figs. V-9 and V-b, and the laser photo-

coustic spectra of the AvCH = 5 and 6 regions are shown in 

Fig. V-li. The dominant bands of CHC12F and their assign-

ments are summarized in Table V-4. Three main bands are 

evident in the spectra from the fundamental through third 

overtone, assignable to vv1,(v-l)v1 + 2v2 and 

(v-l)vl + 2v7 as discussed above. The vvi  bands are 

consistently the most intense up to AvCH=  4. For the tVCH = 5 

region, however, the three main bandsare of comparable 

• 

	

	 intensity, indicating again strong mode coupling, with a 

hint of weaker bands to lower energy. The AvCH = 6 

region shows at least six bands, and the highest energy band, 

nominally assigned to 6vl,  is less intense than the 

5vl.+ 2v2 and  5vl + 2v7 combination bands. The band at 

16 077 cmcan be assigned to 5v 1  + 2v3 , where v3 is the C-F 

stretching vibration. 

The Birge-Sponer plot for CHC12F is shown in Fig. V-12. 
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Fig. V-9. FTIR spectra of CHC12F in the fundamental 

region (bottom, 415 torr, 0.5 cnH resolution, 200 scans) and 

first overtone region (top, 3.7 torr, 0.12 cm- resolution, 

2400 scans). 
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1• 

Fig. V-b. FTIR spectra of CHC12F in the second over-

tone region (bottom, 61 torr, 0.24 crn 1  resolution, 4000 

scans) and third overtone region (top, 622 torr, 0.24 cm 

resolution, 5600 scans). 
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Fig. V-li. Laser photoacoustic spectra of CHC12F in the 

fourth overtone region (bottom, 172 torr) and fifth Overtone 

region (top, 112 torr). 
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Table V-4. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequeries for the strongest bands of dichiorofluoromethane. 

• 	vObS a  Assign vcaic al b  Erroralc 

2462 2v7 2462 0 

2614 2v2 2614 0 

3024 "1 3024 0 

3768 '1 + v4 3767 1 

4105 Vl + V3 4103 2 

4248 v1 + v7 4248 0 

4320 V) + v2 4320 0 

5390 

5452 • + 2v7 5456 -4 

5541 vl + V2 	+ 	\)7 5541 0 

5601 vj + 2v2 5602 -1 

5928 2vi 5928 0 

7007 2v1 + V3 7006 1 

• 	7137 2vl + V7 7137 0 	• 

7210 2vi + v2 7205 5 

8280 

8322 2'i +2v7 8330 -8 

8472 2vi + 2v2 8469 3 

8588 

8660 	• 

8706 3vi 8711 -5 

9904 3 vi+ "7 9906 -2 	• 	: 

9974 3vl + V2 9971 3 
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Table V-4. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest bands of dichlorofluoromethane. 

(continued). 

VObS a  Assign vcaic a l b  E rrora,c 

11068 3vi + 2v7 11085 -17 

11214 3vi + 2V2 11217 -3 

11377 4vl 11374 3 

12562 4v7 + v7 12554 8 

12642 4vl + V2 12616 26 

13691 4vi + 27 13719 -28 

13852 4vi + 2v2 13844 8 

13955 5vj 13917 38 

14921 

15016 5vj + V3 14996 20 

15137 5vi + 	V7. 15083 54 

15223 Svi + V2 15141 82 

16077 Svi + 2v3 16075 2 

16200 5vi + 2v7 16232 -32 

16343 5vl + 2v2 16351 -8 

16486 6vi 16340 146 



Fig. V-12. Birge-Sponer plot for the bands of CHC12F. 

The straight line illustrates a linear least squares fit for 

the vvi  bands for v = 1 through 4. 
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The data for vv1 show distinct curvature upward for v = 5 

and 6 as the combination bands with 2v2  and 2v7 move 

closer to resonance, perturbing the energy levels. 

Chiorodifluoromethane (CHC1F2): 

CHC1F2, like CHC12F, is an asymmetric top (asymmetry 

parameter of -0.57) with Cs  symmetry and A' and A" vibrations. 

The v2(A') and v7(A") C-H bending vibrations have fundamen- 

tal frequencies of 1312 and 1345 cnr 1 , respectively. 14  Simi-

lar combinations with 2v2  and 2v7 are expected to inter- 

act with the overtones of the Vl  C-H stretch. 

The FTIR spectra of CHC1F2 in the MICH = 1 through AvCH 

= 4 regions are shown in Fig. V-13 and V-14 and the laser 

photoacoustic spectra of the £vCH = 5 and 6 regions are 

shown in Fig. V-15. The dominant bands of CHC1F2 and their 

assignments are summarized in Table V-5. Three main bands 

are observed from the fundamentals through third overtone, 

again assigned to vvl, (v-l)vi + 2v7 and (v-l)vi + 2v2. 

The AvCH=  5 region has at least five bands while the 

LvCH = 6 region has at least four. The assignment of the 

• combination bands is somewhat ambiguous; for example the 

band at 13 570 cm 	can be assigned to either 3v 1  + 4v 2  or 

4i + 2v6, where  V6  is the antisynunetric C-F stretch. 

Note also that the intensities of the combination bands are 

comparable to that of the assigned overtone band for the 

third and the fifth overtone and greater for the fourth 

overtone. 

The Birge-Sponer plot, Fig. V-16, for the vv1 bands 
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Fig. V-13. FTIR spectra of CHC1F2 in the fundamental 

region (bottom, 580 torr, 0.5cm' resolution, 200 scans) 

and first overtoneegion (top., 1.7 torr, 0.12 äm 	resôlu- 

tion, 800 scans). 	 - 
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Fig. V-14. FTIR spectra of CHC1F2 inthe second over-

tone region (bottom, 296 torr 0.24 cm 	resolution, 600 

scans) and third overtone region (top, 605 tor, 0.24 cth 

resolution, 4800 scans). 
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Fig. V-15. Laser photoacoustic spectra of CHC1F2 in the 

fourth overtone region (bottom, 183 torr) and fifth overtone 

region (top, 150 torr). 	 - 
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Table V-S. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies foi the strongest bands of chiorodifluoromethane. 

vObS a  Assign vcaicaib Errora,c 

2603 2v2 2603 0 

2667 2v7 2667 0 

3024 V1 3024 0 

4322 vl + v2 4322 0 

4359 vl + V7 4359 0 

5593 vl + 2v2 5599 -6 

5660 '1 + v2 	+ 	\)7 5660 0 

5680 vl + 2v7 5671 9 

5927 2v1 5931 -4 

6732 2vj + v4 6731 1 

7040 2vi + v6 7040 0 

7214 2v1 + V2 7215 

7254 2v1 + \)7 7256 -2 

•8457 

8456 2v1 + 2v2 8478 -22 

8549 2vi + 2v7 8558 -9 

8723 3vi 8722 1 

9527 

9689 3vi + \)5 	+ 	V9 (?) 

9830 3vi + v8 9827 3 

10002 3vi + V2 9992 10 

10047 3vi + V7 10037 10 

11216 3vl + 2v2 11241 -24 
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Table V-5. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest bands of chiorodifluoromethane 

(continued). 

vObS a 	Assign 	vcaic a l b 	Errora,c 

11316 	3vi + 2V7 	11329 	-13 

11428 	4vi 	 11395 	33 

12399 

l2472 

12698 	4vl + V2 	12651 	47 

12756 	4vi + \)7 	12700 	56 

13571 	4v1+2v6,3v1+4v2 

13692 	4vi + 2v3 

13785 

13838 	4vi + 2v2 	13886 	-48 

13985 	4vi + 27 	13983 	2 

14083 	5vi 	 13952 	131 

15019 

15065 

15264 

15339 	5V1 + V2 	15194 	145 

15395 	Svi + \)7 

16131 	5vi + 2v2 	16415 	-284 

16254 	5v1 + 2v7 	16519 	-265 

16360 	6vi 	 16392 	-37 

16431 

6579 
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Table V-5. Observed frequencies, assignments and calculated 

frequencies for the strongest bai Is of chiorodifluoromethane 

(continued). 

VOb5 a 	Assign 	vcaicab 	Errora,c 

16689 

aunits: cm 1 . 

bCalculated from data in Table V. 

cError 	"obs - Vcalc• 
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Fig. V-16. Birge-Sponer plot for the bands of CHC1F2. 

The straight line illustrates the linear least squares fit of 

the vvj data for v = 1 through 3. 
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of CHC1F2 is remarkably similar to that of fluoroform. 

There is distinct curvature upward from v = 1 through v = 5, 

and then a discontinuity to lower energy at v = 6. Three 

bands about one order of magnitude weaker were found to 

higher energy of the assigned 6vi  band. The band at 

16689 cm 1  approximately lies at the position predicted by 

the curvature. 

D. DISCUSSION 

1. Anharmonicity Parameters 

For a set of coupled, anharinonic vibrations, the transi-

tion energy from the vibrationiess ground state can be written 

as 1-° 

E{v.} = vj 	+ I vjvjXjj 	 (2) 

	

1 	1 	 1)J 

in the absence of strong resonance and mixing of energy 

levels. The $'s are related to the harmonic frequen-

cies, wj, by 10  

	

= 	. + Vx.. + 1 V x. 	 (3 
1 	1 	4' 11 	•L• 	J 

1 	 1)J 

X 1  is the diagonal anharmonicity constant for the ith  vibra-

tion, as before, and Xij is the off-diagonal anharmonicity 

constant between the ith  and  jth  vibrations. Such a set of 

anharmoriicity parameters for the trihalomethanes obtained 

from the lower overtone FTIR spectra is summarized in Table 

V-2, and was used to determine the calculated frequencies •in 

Tables V-1 and V-3 through V-5. These frequencies agree 

well with the observed frequencies until there is strong 

resonance. For example,the observed frequencies of chioro- 
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form in Table V-i are fit well by the parameters in Table V-2 

from the fundamental through fifth overtone. Howe r, for 

fluoroform, there are significant deviations for AvCH > 3 

where the Birge-Sponer plot shows significant curvature. 

For the case of near resonant levels, degenerate perturbation 

theory must be applied. 

B. Cubic and Quartic Force Constants 

We have seen that the intramolecular mode mixing between 

the vl overtones and the Fermi resonant combination states 

- 	increases with vibrational excitation. Qualitatively, this 

is because the anharnionicity of the Vl  pulls the overtones 

into resonance with the combination states, and because the 

matrix elements of the cubic and quartic terms in the poten-

tial energy function coupling the C-H stretch with the C-H 

bends increase with v and can no longer be neglected. To 

estimate these higher order terms, let us approximate the 

vibrational Hamultonian as 

H = H0  + H'. 	 (4) 

H0. contains the kinetic energy terms, the quadratic potential 

energy terms and the cubic and quartic terms diagonal in the 

C-H stretching coordinate, and the perturbation H' contains 

the cubic and quartic potential energy terms that mix, the 

C-H stretch with the remaining modes of the molecule. Analy-

sis of the chloroform results are discussed in this chapter 

s i nce  only two levels, vvl  and  (v-l)vi + 2v4, are 

interacting. These results will provide insight into the 

analysis of the more complex, three level systems. Since H0 
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contains the diagonal higher order terms of the C-H stretch-

ing coordinate, Morse oscillator eigenfunctions, Ivy1>, 

will be used as the zeroth order wavefunctions for the C-H 

stretching vibration, while harmonic oscillator eigenfunc-

tions, Ivy4>, will be used for v4. 

For chloroform, the perturbation that mixes v1 and v4 

is given by 

- 
LI - 144q 1q 2  4  + 	4 

+ f 1144q
21q 2  4  

w.here q1 is the C-H bond len 

and q4 is the C-H bond angle 

oscillator wavefunctions are 

+ f 	qlq3  

(5) 

th displacement from equilibrium 

displacement. Since harmonic 

used for v4 and since we are 

interested in terms in the potential that couple vv1 with 

(v-1)v1 + 2v4, the f1444 term does not contribute in 

first Order. Since there are only two frequencies observed 

for each quantum level, let us neglect the f4444 term so that 

there are only two unknowns. The perturbing Hamiltonian is 

then given by 

	

H' = f144q 1q + f 1144qq 	 (6) 

The secular equation that must now be solved is given by 

wo .j..fJI 	- 	 UI a 	aa 	" 	 ab 

=0 	 (7) 

E+Hj5- X 

where Ia> = jvvj 0v4>, Ib> = I(v-l)vl + 2v4> and A 

is one of the two observed spectroscopic frequencies. The 

matrix elements of q 2  are well known for harmonic oscilla-

tors, 15  and matrix elements of q and q 2  for the Morse 



oscillator were calculated using the method of Gallas. 16  

Note that q for Morse oscillators is.no  longer a Av = ±1 

raising and lowering operator, and both <vq2v±l>  and 

<vqv> are non-zero. 

Expansion of the secular determinant gives a pair of 

- 	 coupled, quadratic equations in f144 and f1144 for each 

quantum level. Subroutines ZSYSTM and ZSCNT from the Inter-

national Mathematics and Statistics Library (IMSL) were used 

independently to solve the pair of simultaneous, non-linear 

equations for each value of VCH  from 1 through 6, assuming 

that frequencies v1 and 2v4 in the absence of Fermi 

resonance were 3032 and 2410.4 cm,' respectively. Since the 

diagonal anharmoriicity constant, X11, in the absence of 

Fermi resonance is also unknown, two valuesof X11 were used 

to calculate zero order energies for the overtones. When 

successful, both routines converged rapidly (typically 10 

iterations) on two, alternate sets of force constants, sum-

marized in Table V-6. The eigenfunctions of the 2 x 2 

Hamiltoriian are trivially found, and the ratio of the 

coefficients, Ca/Cb,  are also summarized in Table V-6, where 

4?> = Cala> + cblb ) . This ratio should equal the inten-

sity ratio of vv1 to (v-l)v1 + 2v4 if all the oscillator 

• strength comes from the vv1 overtones. The variation of 

each force constant within a set is reasonably small for 

v = 2 through 6, with standard deviations of 20 % or less. 

The ratios of coefficients, Ca/Cb,  qualitatively follow the 

observed area ratio (the 'v4 fundamental is so intense that 
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the integrated absorbance of 2 4  is greater than that of 

v1. However, when the average force constants are used 

to calculate the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian matrix, the subsequent 

eigenvalues show up to 120 cm 	shifts from the observed 

spectroscopic frequencies, and thus the above approach is 

inadequate. Three major problems with this approach are 

that the zero order energies are not known, that the f4444 

term is ignored, and that the changes in the C-H bending 

frequency with C-H stretching excitation are ignored. 17  

Since the average of the C-H bond length increases with C-H 

stretching excitation, the reduced mass for the C-H bending 

motions, which is proportional to <rC(2>,  increases. 

This kinetic coupling results in a decreasing bending fre-

quency with VCH,  which cannot be correctly treated with 

only potential coupling, as above. A more sophisticated 

treatment including both kinetic and potential energy coupling 

is necessary. 

E. Summar 

The spectra of a series of trihalomethanes have been 

presented from the fundamentals to the fifth overtone of the 

C-H stretching. vibrations. Fermi resonant combination bands 

with one less C-H stretch quantum plus two quanta Of the C-H 

bends are observed along with the C-H stretching overtone. 

The intensities of. these combination bands increase as the 

anharmonicity of the v1 C-H stretch pulls the states into 

resonance and as the anharmonic potential energy coupling 

terms grow in importance. When strong resonance occurs, the 
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transition energies can no longer be reproduced by a simple 

set of anharmonicity constants and the Birge-Sponer plots 

show distinct curvature. Attempts to obtain the cubic and 

quartic force constants of chloroform, coupling the C-H 

stretch to the C-H bends, were unsucessful, due to neglect of. 

the kinetic energy coupling. 	. 	 . 
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APPENDIX. Computer Program for Data Acquisition Using 

the PET microcomputer. 



I REH**DATA ACcUISITIoN** 
• 	2 10: 3=0: AD=0; NUO: NPO: NM=0: 00: C0 

3 M0=0: L0=0: TR=0: P1=0: P2=0: F3=0: P4=0: P5=0: P6=0: F70: P90 
S PRINT"7DATA ACOUISITION2 
6 PRINT'HR—S OUTPUT TO INPUT 0" 

• 	7 PRINT"3-5 OUTPUT TO INPUTS 1 & 2" 
10 DIMRDY.(2) R7 .(1600) ,WN1600) ,X8%U600> .Y8X(1600) ,LXI1. 10 
15 REM**CH==0, 128,64. 192,32, 160,96,224 FOR CHANNELS 0 THRU 7, RESPECTIVELY** 
20 DATA0.126,64,192,32160,96224 
25 FORI0TQ7:READCH(I):NEXT 
50 C6000: TX=2'Ió: CT2047:Th=1()c)c,: TF255: TS=256: SE16:FT=15TN=1O; AT=8 
100 REM**SET BASE FAGE** 
110 REM** FOR BK PET ?P=28672;FOR 32K PET BP=35940 
120 ?F840 
125 REM**A/D :P5 TO P8;D/A :P1 TO P4** 
130 P18P+224: P2?P+225: P38P+226: P48P+227 
140 P58P+228: P68F+229: P78P+230: P8BP+231 
150 POKEPS. 147:POKEP4, 176 
160 FOKEF1,255:FOKEp, 191 
170 80T0610 
200 INPUT"TINE BETWEEN READINGS";T:DTDT*6( 

• 	210 IFrT•:30THENF'RINT"TOO FASTU :G3T0200 
220 INFUT"NO, OF SEP5./ READING"; NE 
250 INPUT"NUMBER OF READING$";NU 
255 IFNU::=1600THEN260 
257 PR!NT"TOO MAN. 
258 GOTO25O 
260 POKEPj.255:POf<:Ep2 11 
270 PRINT"TURN ON STRIP CHART" 
3C": ZE=0 
310 FORIeiTONU:QxU=zç:NExT 
501: N=NU-1 
502 TI$=000000':Tp=0:RJjTQNU 
505 
506 FDRK=OTO7 
510 PORI=0TO2 
517 REM**SELECT CHANNEL** 
518 PDKEF7,CHfl 
520 REM**OUTFUT PULSE 'TO START CONVERSION** 
525 FOKEP7, (CH(I)ORSE):PQKEP7,CH(I) 
529 REM**READ A/;12 ?ITS** 
530 AD'/.= (PEEK (P7) ANDFT) *TSFEE( (PS) 
532 RD%(I)=Rfl%(I)+ADX—CT 
539 REM** PRINT VOLTAGE,TRUNCATE TO 3 PLACES AFTER DECIMAL** 
549 REM** LOOP BACK TO LINE 517** 
550 NEXTI 
555 NEXTK 
560 FORIOTO2:PF.'INTJ.I,IN1(RD7I/CT*TH*TN,AT)/TH.NEXT 
575 D=RDV.( I )—RDV. (2) : 1 FD;:: =0THENPR I NIT" DENOM =0 U:  GOTO590 
580 Q7.(3=RD0:/D*C 
581  
582 IFTX0 9;.,O•::=0THEr'459 

• 	585 	INT(/T5):LC)—I'10TE 
• 	58 MDTF—MO:LOTF—LO 

587 PDEF1,LPOEP2.M0:RE*r/* 
590 1F3=NMTHEN600 	 - 
591 FOFI=ITONP 	 ' 
52 C'.EP3. 2: POKER:, 0 
553 FOM=iTO3 
594 TT+j:NEXTM:rIEXTI 
595 IFTI<TRTHEN595 
596 TR=TR+DT 	 - 
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5''I is="p" -FHaNIu000 
600 NEXTJ 
605 POKEP1.255:F'OKEP2, 191 
610 PRINT'OPTIONS 	 RESPONSE 
615 POKEF1,2!5:POKEP2,191 

• 	 62':' PRINT'eeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
60 PRINT"ANOTHER SPECTRUM ............ ... 
65 PRINT"CONVERT TO Cr1-1 .............. 

• 	 640 FRINTSAVE SPECTRUM ................ 
645 FRINT"RECALL SPECTRUM ................ 
650 FRINT'ADD 2 CHANNELS .............-.5" 
660 PRIrJT°ADD .4 CHANNELS .............. ... 
670 PRINT"STRIP CHART PLOT ............ ... 
680 PRINT"HP PLOT ..................... ... 
690 FRINT"PRINT RESULTS ............... ... 
700 PRINT"PLOT FITTED DATA ........... 10" 
720 PRINTOUIT ...................HIT 'RETURN'" 
70 INPU1"WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO;AN 
740 ONANGDTO200,800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 100.1ó00,2100,1800,4000 
799 REM**CONVERT TO CM-1** 
800 PRINTINITIAL AND FINAL BF SETTINGS ARE:" 
805 PRINTIB,FB: INPUTCORRECT";A$ 

• 	810 IFLEFT$(A%,1)=Y'THENB20. 
815 INPUT'INITIAL BF SETtING;IB 
816 INPUT'FINAL ?F SETTING F? 
820 IN=(IB-FB)/(NU-1) 
824.INPUT"SAME ?F CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS AS 	E'EFORE;A$ 
826 IFLEFT$(A$.i)=Y"THENBBO 
80 PRINT" INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF CM-i VS BF SETTING 
840 INFUT'AO';AO 
850 INFUTA1';Al 
860 INPUT'A2;A2 
865 INPUT'A3;A 	. 	 - 
870 INPUTA4;AZ 

• 	 880 PRINT'VERIFy: 
881 PRINT"A0';A0:pRIt.JTA1 =;A1:PRINT'A2 =';A2:PRINTA3 	;A:PRINTA4 ';44 
685 INPUT'CORRECT";A$: IFLEFT$(A$, 1)<:>'Y'THENB0 
886 DEF FNWN(A)AO+A1*A+A2*A*A+A3*A*A*A+A4*A*A*A*A 
890 FORI0TONU-1 
900 BFIB-I*IN 
910 WN(I+1)=FNWN(BF) 
920 PRINTI+l;TAB(9);BF';TAB(25);WN(I+1) 
90NEXT 
940 9010610 
999 REM**SAVE SPECTPUM*$ 
1000 INPUT'CONVERTED TO Cr1-1 YETY/N2';C$ 
1001 PRINTNAME OF FILE": INPUTT$ 
1002 INPUT'T2APE OR D2ISK" AS 
1004 IFLEFT$(AS, l)D'THENDNB:OPENIS,8,15:GOTQ1(',Có 
1005 IFLEFT$(A$,l)="T"THENDN=I:SA=I:FL$=T$ , GOTOIOCjS  
1006 INPLIT'DRIVE.NUM?ER 02 OR 12";DR$:SA=2 
1007 FL*DR$+: !+T%+',SEQWRITE 
1008 QPENI,DN,SA,FL$ 
1009 PRINT1,C*;CHR$(1); 
1010 IFC$="Y"THENllOO 
1020 IFLEFT•$ (A$. 1)="D"THENGOSUE.5':CX 	. 
1022 INPUT"INITIAL ?F SETTING;I?:pRIN7*1,STR5(IB)CHRt.(1:); 
1025 INPUT"FINAL BF SETTING";FB:PRINT#1.STR$(FB ;CHR$(1'; 
1026 IFLEFT$(As,1)"D"THEN3OSUB5000 	- 
1'):':' FRINT*1.STR:NU;CHF4U;:F-FINTNO. OF FOINTS;:NU 
101 IFLEFT$(As, 1)='D'THENGOSUB5000 	 • 
105 FC(RI=1TDNU 	 •. 
1040PRINT*1,STRsC(7.(I)-)CHR$(1.); 	. 	 .• 	.• 
1041 IFLEFT5A5,1'='D'THENGCSUB5OOc. 	- 
1042 PRINTI.c!V.(I) 
1045 NEXT 	 . 	j 
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1095  
1100 
1101 
1105  
1110  
1111 
1120 
1121 
1125  
1170 
1190 
1191 
1195 
1200 
1201 
1202 
120 
1204 
1206 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1411 
1212 
1220 
1221 
1225 
1426 
1230 
121 
1235 
1240 
1241 
1242 
124 
1246 
1247 
1249 
1250 
1251 
1252 
1255 
1256 
1257 
1260 
1270: 
1290 
1295 
100 
1305 
1306 

17, 10 

1.40 
150 
11'4C 
170 
I 
1 0 
1 4C>( 
1405 
1406 
1408 
1410 

GOT0II90 -. 
PRINT*i,STR5(NU);C.4R$(13); 
IFLEFTS (AS, 1)="D"ThENGOSUB5000 
FORI=1TONiJ 
PRINT*j,STRS(WN(I) ) ;CHRS(13); 
IFLEFTS (45, 1) ="D"THENGOSUBSOOC, 
PRINT#1,STR$(OX(I));HR5(13). 
IFLEFTS (AS. 1) ="DTHENGOSUB5000 
PRINTI;TAB(7) ;WN(I) ;TAE(20) ;h(I) 
NEXT 
CLOSEI:CLDSE15 	

I 

FR I NT "WRITING COMPLETED" 
GOTO61O 
REM**FzEAD SPECTRUMSI 
PRINT"NAME OF FILE TO BE READ': INF'UTT$ 
INPUT"T2APE OR D2ISK';AS 
IFLEFT$ (A$, I) ="T"THENDN=l : SA=0: FL$T*: INPUTOLD OR NEW TAPE"; TAS: GOTO1209 
IFLEFTS(AS, 1) "D"THENDN8SA:OPEN15,B, 15 
INPUT"DRIVE NUMBER: 02 OR 12";DRS 
FL*DR$+": "+TS+",SEQ,READ" 
OPEN 1.DN.SA .FLS 
IFLEFTS(AS, 1)="T"THENIFLEFTS(TAS, 1)"O"THENj2j2 
INPUT$1,CS 
IFCS="Y"THENI25( 
INPUT*1,IB:PRINT'INITIAL BF SETtING:";IB 
IFLEFT$ (AS, 1) ="D"THENGOSUBSOOO 
INPUT#1,FB:PRINT"FINAL BF SETTZNG:";FB 
IFLEFTS (AS. 1) "D"THENGOSUBSOOO 
INPUT*1,NU:PRINT"NO. OF PDINT:";NLJ 
IFLEFTS(A$, 1)="D'THENGOSUBSOOO 
FORI=1TONU 
INPUT*1,Qs 	 - 
PRINTI,QS:Q%(I)..VAL(Q,) 
IFLEFTS (AS,1)"DTEt, GOSuO0o 
NEXT 
PRINT"READING COMPLETED' 
G0T01290 
INPUT*1,Nu 
INPUT*1,NU 
IFLEFTS A5, 1> ="D"THENGOSUB5000 
FORI=1TDNU 
INPUT*1,wN(I) :INPUT*i,Q 
IFLEFT$ (AS, 1) ="D"THENGQSUBSOOO 

(I) 
PRINTWN(I,0i(I) 
NEXT 
CLOSE1:CLOSE15 
GOlDa 10 
REM*$4DD FOUR CHANNELS** 
PRINT"THE NUMBER OF READINGS SHOULD BE Dlv-" 
PRINT"ISIBLE BY FOUR, OTHERWISE SOME DATA WILL":PRINT'jBE LOST." 
F'PINT"YQU MUST ALSO HAVE CONVERTED TO CM-1. 11  

NU=INT (NU/4) 
FDR3=1TONU 
T4=43-: 

PRINT 	J),WN(J) 
NEXT 	 '• 
F'PINT"ADDING FOUR CHANNELS COMPLETED" 
GDTO60 
REM*ADD TWO CHANNELS** 
PRINT"THE NUMBER OF READINGS SHOULD BE Dlv-" 
PRINT"ISIBLE BY TWO, OTHERWISE SOME DATA WILL": PRINT"EIE LOST." 
PRINT'YOU MUST ALSO HAVE CDNVERTED'TD CM-i." 
NU=Ir1T(NU/2) 
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1420 FDRJ=ITONLI 
1430 32=2*3-1 
1440 	(3)=(Q7.(J2)+Cr/.(32+l))/2 
1450 WN(3)=(wN(32)+wN(32+1))/2 
1460 PRINTQX(3) ,WN(J) 
1470 NEXT 
1480 PRINT"4DDINc TWO CHANNELS COMPLETED" 
1490 GDT0610 
isoc' PRINT"OFTION NOT YET PROGRAMMED": GOTOS1O 
1600 PFIINT"STRIP CHART PLOT" 
1610 PRINT"SET SENSITIVrY TO SV" 
1630 POKEPI,255:PDKEP2. 191 
1680 REM**IND MAX**:DM=0;CQ=0 
l6eS FDRI=ITONU 
1687 IF(I)>OMTHENQMQ1'.(I):CDI 
1689 NEXT 
1690 PRINT"MAX =";OM; 'AT READING ';CO 
1691 QM=215*.9/QM 
1695 REM**PLOT SPECTRUM** 
1710 PRINT"TURN ON THE STRIP CHART AT 20 CM/MIN.THEN TYPE 'C' TO PLOT' 
1715 9ETA$:IFA8=""ThEN1715 
1720 FORIjTONU:D%(I)=INT(Y.(I)*OM) 
1722 IF0%(I)<0THEN0X(1=0 
1725 PRINT!; 
17130 MINT(D'.(!)/256):LO=/.(I)-M*256 
17135 MO255-MC;LQ255-LC - 
1740 POKEP2.M:PDKEPi,L 
1750 NEXT 
1755 PDKEPI,255:PDKEP2,191 
1760 PRINT'PLOT COMPLETE, TURN OFF STRIP CHART" 
1765 GOT0610 
1800 REM PRINT RESULTS 
1810 INPUT"CONVERTED TQ çN-1YET";As 
1811 IWPUTPRINT ON DECWRITER";PS 
1812 IFLEFT$(P$, 1)"Y"THENDPENI4, 14, 0: CMD14 
1820 IF LEFT$A$,fl="Y"rHENI910 
18130 FORI-ITONU 
.1840 PRINTI,/.(I) 
1870 NEXT 
1875 CLOSE4 
1880 60T0610 
1910 FDRI=1TONU 
1920 PRINTI;TAB(10);INT(100*wN(I))/jQ0;TAE(22);Q%(I) 
1950 NEXT 
1955 CLOSE14 
1960 GOTD6I0 
2000 TM$-TIS 
2010 GETAS: IFA$<>"C"THEN2O10 
2020 1IS-TM$ 
2030 RETURN 
2100 OPEN5,5:REM**HP PLOT** 
2110 REM XO MIN.X1 MAX,X2 RANGE.X4 *TICS,X5.SOTTOM RIGHT.X6 TDP.X7 TIC INTERVAL 
2120 REMX9 SCALE POWER OF 10,DI,D2 LOWER LEFT. (D13.D4) UPPER RIGHT 
2130 REM X8 PRINTER COORDINATES 
2150 X0-WN(1) 
2190 PR!NT"MIN CM-i "; X0 
2200 Y0=CY.(i) 	 , 	= 
2210 FORI=1TONU 
2220 IFXCI<Y0THENY0=D%(I)  
23C' NEXT! 
2240 PRINT'MIN SIG " ;Y0 
2250 X1-WN(NU) 
2290 PRINT"MAX CM-I ";X1 
2300 Y1-Q%'1) 
21310 FORI-ITONU 
2320.IF%(!)>Y1THENY1=C'.(I) 
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NEXT I 
240 FRINT"MAX 518 = 
:s: Y2Y1-'):X2=X1-X(:X4=5:Y4=6 
2:6: Z0=x0:z1=x1:Z2=x2:z4=x4 
27: PRINT"X AXIS AUTOSCALIN6"; 
2.80 8OSUB22CD 
290 X4=14: XSZS: X6Z6: X7Z7 
2400 Z0Y0:Z1=V1:Z2=y2:Z4=Y4 
2410 PRINTY AXIS ALJTOSCALING; 
2420 80SLJ82220 
2430 Y4=Z4:Y5=Z5:Y8=Z6:y7=Z7 
2440 01=1000: 021000: D37479:D4lO28 
2450 PRINT" INPUT LINE TYPE:" 
2451 PRINT"0 DATA POINTS ONLY 
452 PRINT .................. 

2452 PRINT2  
2454 FRINT2 'ss $s ss s 
2455 PRINT"lljl;TAEi(20); "4 '444.444.444.444' 
4456 PRINTTAB(20;5 '4+4 4 444 4 444'" 
2457 PRINTTA?20"6 '+4 + 4 44 4 4 
2458 PFINTTAB(20);">6 '4444+444444444+'" 
2459 INPUTL 
2460 L2$=STR$(L):L1$'4" 
465 IFL:6THENL2s=':L1s=•" 

2466 IFL=1OF<L=2THENLI$=, 1.5 
2467 PRINT5,SI.,.4;LT.L2$+Lj$+;' 
2468 INPUTINFUT CHARACTER 's' FOR BLANI;C$ 
2469 IFC$='BTHENC$= 
2470 IFcs+'mENPRINT#5,sR.5,1.;' 
2471 PRINT5. "SM+C$+; 
2475 FORN1=1TONU 
2480 X8'/.(N1)=INT(D1+(WN(N1)-X5)g(04-D1)/(X6-x5)) 
2490 Y8V.(N1)=INTD2+((2%(Nj)-y5)*(D-D2)/(y6-y5)) 
2500 NEXT 
2570 PRINT*IW+STR$(D1)+',+STR$(D2)+,+STR$(D4)+","+5TR$()+";" 
2580 REM MOVE PEN TO FIRST POINT 
2590 Z$="PU;PA+STRtXS%1+, 11 +STRs(vB%(j))+";pD; 
2600 PRINT#5,Z$ 
2610 FORN1=1TONU 	 . 
2620 REM PLOT EACH POINT 
2620 Z$'PA+STR$(X87.(N1))+',+STR$(Y8Y.(N1))+';' 
2640 PRXNT%5,Z$ 
2650 NEXT 	 . 
2651 PRINT*5,"PU;' 
2655 IFFL=ITHENRETURN 
2860 REM CLEAR LINE TYPE, WINDOW 
2670 PRINT*5,DF;" 	. 	 . 	. 
2680 REM DRAW AXES 
2690 Z$PU;PA+STR$(D1)+",+STR$D2+;PD;F'A+STRS(D4)+',"+STR$(02)+';" 
2700 PRINT*!,Z$ 
2710 
4720 PRINT*5,"PA+STR$(D1)+",'+STR$(D2)+";TLI,1;" 
2730 FORNI=0TOX4 	 . 
4740 REM X AXIS TICS 
2750 Z$F'A+STR$(INTD1+N1*X7*4D1)/(X6X5)>)+",'+STR$(D2)+"xT;FLI;0 
2760 PRINT#5, IW1000, 1000, lc'28.7479; +13+1W; 
2770 REM PRINT X AXIS SCALE 
2780 Z$=STR$( (N1*X7X5)*EXP(-X9*LOG(1O))) 
2785 G09U52600 
279() FRINT*5.'SI.25..375;CP.51;L+z$+CHR$(3)+';Pu;" 
2791 AA=N1+.5 
2792 Z$='FA+STR$(INT(D1AA*X7*(D4-Di)/(Xo-X5)))+,+STR$(D2)+;XT;Fu; 
2793 IFAA<X4THENPRIT#5,IW1000.1000,10728,7479;TL; 1 +Z$+"TLj,1;" 
2800 NEXT 	 . . 
2805 PRINT*5,"IW1000,1000,10329,7479; 
2810 FORNI=OTOX4 	 . 



2820 
2830 PRINT#5.Z$ 
2832 AA=N1+.5 

* 2834 Z$FU;PA"+5TR$(INT(D1+AA*x7*(D4_Dj);(x6_x5)))++9TR,(fl)+fl;XT; 
283.6 PRINT#5. "IL; 	+Zs+"TLI, 1; 
2840 NEXT 
2845 RINT#5,"IW;" 
2950 REM PRINT SCALE EXPONENT 
2960 L$="WAVENUMBERS" 
2870 PRINT*S.SI..4;PA450O,r+STR$(D2_650)+;LB+L$+CHRS(7)+.SI4. 
2890 IFX9<>0THENPRINT*5,•LB * 	10"+CHRS(3)+CF.5,.25;LB"+STR$(X9)+cHR$(3) 
2990 REM SAME THING FOR Y AXIS 
2895 PRINTM5, "IW1000, 1000, 10328,7479;" 
2900 FORN10TOY4 
2910 ZS=STRs(INT(D2+N1$y7*(D3D2),(y6y5))) 
2920 PRINT#5,"PU;PA"+STR$(Dl)+",. , +Z$+";YT;I.  
2950 NEXT 
2960 FORN1=1T0Y4-1 
2970 
2980 PRIP4T*5,2s 
2990 NEXT 

-. 2995 PRINT*5,"IW;" 
3000 L$='PHOTDACOUSTIC SIGNAL 	(ARL UNITS)" 
3010 PRINT4,"SI.3,.4;PA+sTR$(D1_c))+o,j3Qo;DIo,1;LBr+L$+cHR$(3)+,;sI34;, 
3030 PRINT*5."IN;" 
3040 INPUT"DO YOU WANT A GRID;L$ 
3050 IFLEFT$ (L$. 1) 	"N"ThEN3140 
7060 FORN11TOX4 
070 Z*STRS(INT(D2+Nj$X7*(D4D1),(X6_X5) 

3080 
3090 NEXT 
3100 FORN11TOY4 

110 ZSSTR$(INT(D1.N1sy7$(D3_D2)y(y6_y5)). 
320 PRINT%5, "PU;PA+STR$(D1)+","+ZS+";PD;PA'.+STR$(D4)+.O+Z$+0;.. 
7170 NEXT 

140 FRINT*"IN;SI.;5,.45;PA1325,6725;n 
• 3150 PRINT INPUT LASELLING DR "STOP'" 

3160 INPUTL$ 
3170 IFLEFT$L$,4)=STOP'THEN3200 
3180 
3190 G0T03150 
3200 PRINT#5, "IN; ":CLOSES 
3210 GOTOolO 
3220 INPUTS$ 
3230 IFLEFT$(S%,1)='N"THEN3450 
3240 I1:F=LO9(Z2/Z4),LOG(10) 
3250 G0SU93390 
3260 Z7=EXP(F*LO(10)) 
3270 I=I1 
3280 F=zc:/z7 
1290 8O5U83390. 	• • 	 • 

330: Z5=FxZ7 
170 Z=Z3Z7*Z4 

z9=o 

I 
—777 IF6.0THENZ9INTCLO3(Z6)/LOG(1 - )) 

•335( IF 7 I'Z6THENRETURN • 
3340 IFINT(I/4)<>I,4THENZ7Z7*2 

IF!NT(I/4)=I/4TkEN27Z7*1. 25 
G0T03270 

7 4:.-iO F=INT(F) 	 • 	• 

• • 	 • 	 • 	 • 

34:: IFF=INT(F)THENRETURN 
• 343: F=xf'.rrF)-i 	 • 

344Q F. £TUPN 	• 	• 	 - 
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3450 INPUT"BOTTCMOF SCALE";ZS 	 -- 
3460 INPUTTOP OF SCALE';Z6 
3470 INPUT"TIC INTERVAL";Z7 
3480 Z4=INT((26-Z5)/Z7) 
3490 29=0 
3500 RETURN 
3600 REM C-IANBE '0' TO '0' IN LABELS 
3610 LNLEN(Z*) 
3615 Z2*="" 
3620 FORI=1TOLN 
3630 Z1$MID*(Z$.I,1):IFZ1$'0"THENZ1$'O' 
3640 Z2S=Z2$.Z1S 
36SONEXT 	 . 
3660 ZS=Z2$ 
3670 RETURN 
4000 OPEN5,5:REM**FLOT FITTED DATA** 
4010 INPUT"NO. OF PEAKS';NP 
4020 IFNP>5THENPRINT°TOO MANY,. NP<5" 60T04010 
4030 FORI-OTONP-1 
4040 PR!NT'PEAK LOCATION *";I+i;;INPUTVO(I) 
4050 PRINT"AREA *"; 1+1;: INPUTAI (I) 
4060 PRINT"FWHM *'; 1+1; : INPUTV1 (I) 
4070 NEXT 
4080 INPUT "EIACKROUND INTERCEPT"; E 
4090 INPUT°BACKF(OUND SLOPE";Fl 
4100 FORI=OTONP-1 
4110 FORJ=1TONU 
4120 LX(I,J)=A1 (I)*V1 (I)121/( (WN(J)-V0(I))'2+V1(I)*V1 (1)14) 
4130 L%(I,J)=L%(I,3)+E+F1*WN(J) 
4140 0XL%(I,3) 
4150 NEXTJ 

• 	4151 L2$8TR$(I+2):L1$",4" 
4153 IFI=OTHENL1S=", 1.5" 
4155 PRXWT*5, "L1"+L2$+L1$+";" 

• 

	

	4160 FLI:PRIN7*5,"SM;":60T02470 
4170 FL=0 
4180 NEXT! 
4185 FORJITONU:C!h(J)0:NEXT 
4190 FDRJ=1TONU 
4200 FORI=OTONF-1 
4210 0'I.(3)=%(3)-E-F1*WN(J)+LX(I,J) 
4220 NEXT! 
4230 NEXTJ 
4240 FOR3=1TONU 
4250 %(J)=Q7.(3)+E.s-F1*WN(J) 
426ONEXTJ 
4265 PRINT#5."LT7;" 
4270 FL1:809UB2470 
4280 FL=0 
4290 FORJITONU:C!%(J)=E+F1*WN(3):NEXT 
4295 PRINT5. "LT7;" 
4300 FL1;OSUB2470 
4310 FLO:PRINT*5, "IN; ":CLOSES 
4320 80T0610 
sooc: REM READ ERROR CHANNEL 
5010 INPUT$15,EN,EM%ET$,ES$ 

• 5020 IFEN$="OO"THENRETURN • 	sc.c' FRINTEMS,EN$,T$ES$ 
5040 CLOSE1:8070610 
loc:'oc' INPuT*5,A*.8s,C 
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